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← met colleagues in the 
flesh for the first time 
since the lockdown

← Had 
parathas at 
a highway 
dhaba

↓ Enjoyed a farm stay in 
rural Punjab. with social 
distancing, of course

s o, it’s finally here: a brand-new—in more 
ways than one—Outlook Traveller, hot 

off the press. As you’ll see, we’ve been busy 
through the lockdown, chiselling away at a 
fresh, new design, even as we kept bringing 
digital editions of the magazine to you. 

This is the surprise I promised you in my 
last letter. For all intents and purposes, it’s a 
completely new magazine. The sections have 
been reimagined, and I’m sure you’ll find 
our pages even more interesting and useful 
as you set about the business of travelling 
again. But the spirit—of curiosity, wonder and 
empathy—remains much the same. Go on 
then. Uncork this fine wine. And don’t forget 
the five S’s: see, swirl, sniff, sip and savour.  

It’s been Work From Home for us, although 
we’re hoping it’ll be Work From (Insert Any 
Exotic Location of Your Choice Here) soon. 
And I’m sure you’re just as keen as we are 
to see the back of this pandemic and begin 
to experience travel in all its multifaceted 
beauty again. Yes, it’s domestic for now but 
Outlook Traveller has always found ours to be 
a nation with unlimited possibilities for the 
traveller. Several Indian states are opening up 
and, in the coming months, we hope to bring 

you reports from the ground, telling you 
exactly how it is and what to expect.    

My own trip for this issue, to a charming 
farm stay in the depths of rural Punjab 
(within kissing distance of Himachal 
Pradesh, as it happens) came as pure relief, 
as refreshing as the torrent of rain that 
greeted us on our way in. It was a great 
way to inaugurate a new innings of travel. 
Even if it hadn’t been my first trip after the 
lockdown lifted, I will always remember it as 
a favourite of mine.

Do mail in and let us know what you 
think of our new look and content (letters@
outlooktraveller.com). Brickbats welcome too!  

amit dixit   @omitdixit

yes, it’s only domestic 
travel for now, but 
ours is a nation with 
unlimited possibilities 
for the traveller

3 things i did 
this monthCroSSEd off my  

rEading liST

a Bear Called 
Paddington 
michael Bond

In my defence, WFH has 
meant I’ve been reading 
a lot more to my son

uP nExT 
The Tiger in india: a 
natural History 
J.C. daniel

something i cooked
Croque monsieur or, more 
accurately, a monte Cristo, 
since the ham-and-cheese 
sandwich was 
dipped in egg 
batter 
before 
frying

new wine in 
a new bottle
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taking the
high road
For the vagabond spirit, the roads of Odisha are like a dream swing in 

the cradle of scenic vistas
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the things we’d do to hit the 
road again. A combination 
of self-search, adventure 
and leisure, the open road 

with all its romance is calling us and 
we are ready to embrace the next big 
adventure. Welcoming every wanderer 
with open arms, Odisha’s scenic roads 
can put most of our expressways to 
shame. Be it the Puri-Konark stretch via 
NH 203 or the road leading up to the 
magnificent Daringbadi, meandering 
through the winding roads in the 
backdrop of lush, unspoilt nature is as 
close to tranquillity as we can get. Home 
to some of the most exquisite temples 
and beaches, the laidback and sun-
stretched state is flanked by treasures 
reminiscent of the glorious past. Going 
beyond Bhubaneswar, Puri and Konark 

Around 70 kilometres from Jeypore, 
Duduma doesn’t attract the typical 
tourist crowd. There are two roads that 
lead up to the Duduma waterfalls. While 
one can be accessed from Jeypore, the 
other can be reached from Semiliguda 
via Nandpur. The grandeur of the falls 
can be witnessed in all their glory 
especially during the monsoons.

Mandasaru
Often called the ‘Silent Valley’ 

of Odisha, this offbeat 
destination, tucked away in 
Daringbadi, in Kandhamal 
district is guarded by 22 
hills positioned one after 

the other. With temperatures 
occasionally dropping as 

low as zero degrees, it’s no 

are virgin places and experiences 
for those willing to hit the road on an 
adventurous whim.

duduMa
Nestled amidst dense forests, the 
Duduma waterfalls tearing through 
the rugged rocks of the Eastern Ghats 
are one of the most exhilarating sights 
in the state. Originating from 
the Machkund River, 
the backbone of the 
Machkund Hydro 
Electric Power 
Project, it is the third 
highest waterfall in 
Odisha. Sitting on 
the Odisha-Andhra 
Pradesh border, it 
has two sub-waterfalls. 
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Clockwise from here: the magnificent sword-shaped falls of khandadhar; the 'silent 
Valley' of mandasaru; and hirakud, the world's longest earthen dam

surprise that this quaint little hill 
station is also tagged as the ‘Kashmir 
of Odisha’. Surrounded by deciduous 
forests, the Mandasaru ecosystem is a 
treasure trove of rare medicinal plant 
and animal species. Set amid lush 
rolling hills, it houses two perennial 
and four non-perennial waterfalls—
Beingumaha, Kaddigdapa, Pisibrunda, 
Keragaadu. Approximately seven hours 
from the capital Bhubaneswar, its 
unexplored terrain makes it ideal for the 
intrepid traveller.

KHandadHar
The wilderness at Khandadhar, coupled 
with the cacophony of the chirping 
birds is a treat for sore eyes. One of 
the highest waterfalls in India, the 
crystal clear waters cascading down 

the uneven stone floors, it derives its 
name from its shape that resembles a 
sharp sword. Situated in the Sundargarh 
district, the falls drops to the ground 
from a height of 244 metres. However, 
reaching the site might be a bit of a 
challenge, navigating through the lush 
jungles, the last stretch of the waterfalls 
has to be traversed by foot. Nature and 
adventure lovers can go for a hike along 
the Tensa Valley, nearly 25 kilometres 
from the Khandadhar ecotourism site.

HIraKud
Standing in its lone majesty, across 
the Mahanadi River, Hirakud is the 
world’s longest earthen dam. Located 
15 kilometres north of Sambalpur, 
its unrivalled sparkling waters are 
picture-perfect. Stretching across the 

Laxmidungri Hills on the left to the 
Chandili Dunguri Hills on the right, 
the dam was the first multipurpose 
river valley project in India after 
independence. The 21-kilometre drive 
on the dyke unveils a remarkable 
opportunity to swirl in serenity and 
tranquillity. Make your way to the several 
revolving minarets nearby, which offer a 
view of this massive expanse of water. 
The Gandhi Minar, a watchtower perched 
on top of a nearby hill offers a bird’s eye 
view of the Hirakud Dam.

See odishatourism.gov.in for more.
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Tunes for the 
road
What’s a journey without a 
soundtrack? Here are our top 
picks for a singalong when on 
the road:

Chicago 
sufjan stevens • The 
liberation that travel 
can bring is conveyed 
masterfully

Seoul 
kim nam-Joon • A brilliant 
love-hate ode to Seoul

africa  
toto • Classic track for 
lovers of the great natural 
world. bless the rains!

i’m gonna be  
Proclaimers • Expresses a 
determination to be with a 
loved one

khwabon ke Parindey  
Zindagi na milegi dobara • 
a track that never fails to 
move the wanderer in us

Passenger  
Iggy Pop • Reflects the lone 
spirit of a nomad

we are putting together 
a playlist with all our 
favourites. Head to 
outlooktraveller.com for 
more suggestions.

missing 
vacations

@nehaSudan25  
Woke up reminiscing 

the simple pleasures of 
being able to break free in a 
new place. hopefully one day 
it will be the same again. 
#jaipur

@sugatotripathy 
Missing the indulgent 

waffle in hand, sitting in  
the roadside café by the 
dreamy canals, medieval 
gothic buildings and 
towering churches amid 
photogenic market squares. 
#belgium #bruges

@rids_goes_places adding a dash of colour to the 
canvas of sunset sky

@heyyydiv Seek the 
deepest blue

@plan_explore_shoot a 
journey of a thousand miles

vidEo Sands of time | 
Secluded beaches in India

X ladakH

X kErala-kumarakom

X PondiCHErry

#OThallOfFrame
We scoured through our feed, brimming with all kinds of 
gems, to bring you the rarest of our finds

lETTEr of THE monTH

still a long 
road ahead
though I’ve thoroughly 
enjoyed OT’s e-magazine for 
the last three months, I’ve 
been eagerly looking forward 
to the print version. We are 
halfway through the year, 
and as you had aptly put in 
the previous issue, we really 
did hope it would be one of 
travel. but, unfortunately, 
the way things have 
unfolded, it seems there’s 
still a long way to go. on 
the brighter side, knowing 
that our celebs are in the 
same boat somewhat put 
me at ease. I was delighted 
to know that chef ranveer 
brar happens to share my 
love for Fort Kochi. I’ve been 
a huge fan of his.

vrajesh Pithadiya, indore

We love mail! Write in to 
letters@outlooktraveller.com

 on THE 
CHannEl

“great pictures. 
konkan Coast in 
maharashtra has 
amazing beaches 
too. The ones worth 
visiting are Bhogwe 
and vengurla.”
@theloonypumpkin

Poll To PiCTurE 

So many travellers, so many 
travel styles. here’s what 
you picked!

Pool                                       sea

Forts                         PalaCes

Fly                                       drIVe

summer                monsoon

tWItter / FacebooK / InStaGraM / 
youtube / tIKtoK 
@oltraveller @outlooktravellerThe chatter

luxury                       BudGet
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The last resort 
5 Indian towns perched on the 
border’s edge

1 Chitkul,  
india-Tibet border

travellers here can often be seen 
dining at Hindustan ka Akhri Dhaba 
while exchanging folklore with locals.

2 moreh,  
india-myanmar border

Moreh in India and tamu in Myanmar 
share a strikingly similar culture 
and lifestyle. bring back Manipuri 
handicrafts as souvenirs.

3 dhanushkodi,  
india-Sri lanka border

barely 20 kilometres from Sri Lanka’s 
talaimannar, dhanushkodi’s only 
connection with mainland India is the 
Pamban bridge.

4 jhulaghat,  
india-nepal border

both villages on either side of the 
border, separated by the river Kali, 
share the same name.

5 Turtuk, 
india-Pakistan border

Lying along the Shyok river, on 
the Gilgit-baltistan border, turtuk 
became a part of India after the  
1971 war.

culinary secrets 
of LittLe Sindh

rustic and robust sindhi cuisine is the season's flavour 

k eePInG asIde BollyWood’s depiction of the community, if you are looking 
to embrace the true flavours of Sindhi cuisine, we’ve got just the thing for 

you. The crispy and flavourful dal pakwan topped with copious amounts of ghee is a 
hearty beginning to the day. Hop on to the textured and ever-famous Sindhi kadhi and 
accompany it with rice and papad for an authentic mouthful. Add the assorted, flaky 
and crisp koki on the side. And to top it all off, spiced potato tuk will satiate any comfort 
food cravings.

travel with us real-time on 
outlooktraveller.com 

living the new reality through video games 
Get lost in the scaled-down version of real-life destinations with video games 
and gain full control over the virtual world. 

 on THE 
CHannEl outlooktraVellerVIdeos.Com  

On the web

Cyclothons mostly happen around December when the 
weather is cool. Our diet is comprised of proteins, carbs and of 
course lots of hydration. We ensure that the team enjoys local 
cuisine along the journey. Preparation commences about three 
months in advance—this includes physical training, riding 
long distances in stipulated time and diet planning. It’s a tough 
regime, but definitely worth it.

Which bike did you choose?
My first bike was Raleigh, a road bike, which I donated in 2018 
to Raju who will hopefully represent India in the forthcoming 
Tokyo Olympics. Known as the ‘Monkey Man’, he lives at 
Chitradurg Fort and is an international rock climber. 
 

Any interesting anecdote from the journeys that you 
would like to share with us.
India is a beautiful country with amazing people. In 2017, we 
were cycling from Hyderabad to Vizag, passing through the dry 
patch of Raylaseema. We couldn’t find any restaurant in that 
patch of say 100-120 km. We were 17 of us and had left at 11 am. 
We were planning what to do for lunch when a gentleman in 
striped shirt and trousers and in sandals came on a motorcycle 
and stopped by. He was intrigued by our group. We requested 
if he could guide us to the nearest restaurant. It was 35 km 
from we were standing. It took us a good two hours to reach 
there. And then we see a group of 200 girls waiting to greet us. 
The person whom we had met had left his job in Hyderabad 
and returned to his village to open an educational institute for 
girls from the backward classes. He had reached before us and 
organized a complete lunch from salads to dessert. Believe me, 
it was one of the most delicious meals that we have ever had. 
There are many such helpful and amazing people you meet 
along the way.

Riding 
FoR 
A CAuse

TRAVEL PROMOTION

A techie, tennis player, philanthropist, 
Jasmeet singh gandhi is the lead cyclist 
and coach for UMEED 1000. With a passion 
to support healthcare and education causes 
for the underprivileged, he talks about how 
his tryst with cycling began

How did cyclothon happen?
I have always been an active sports person. I represented 
my college in badminton and cricket. In 2009, I had a knee 
operation marking the end of my running days. So, then the 
choice was between swimming and cycling. With my love for 
the outdoors, cycling won and here I am.

So from activity to cause, how did UMEED 1000 come 
into the picture?
My wife Shanta who heads HR and CSR at RBL Bank, met a 
group of entrepreneurs in Bengaluru who helped children with 
Retinoblastoma (eye cancer). They wanted to raise funds. The 
bank earmarked a certain amount from their CSR fund, but 
we needed more. Then Shanta discovered that the person, who 
heads the NGO, is also an avid cyclist. And from there sprung 
up an idea—to cycle from Mumbai to Bengaluru and use the 
event as a fund raiser for these children. Shanta put forward my 
name and came home and told me ‘you have to do this’.

I am a recreational cyclist and the maximum distance that I 
had done was 50-60 km at a stretch. So, conceiving a 1000 km 
ride, planning and preparing was new for me.

Tell us about the planning.
For the fund raiser, in 2014, the first year of the cyclothon, 
I rode alone from Mumbai to Bengaluru. I got amazing on-
ground support from RBL Bank branches who supported the 
cause with zest and enthusiasm. From thereon, employees 
from the bank began to volunteer and have swelled up to 35 
employees from the bank who cycled in 2019 from Udaipur to 
Amritsar.

To begin with, we look at the day’s itinerary--how many direct 
interactions we have with schools, employees, sponsors and so 
on because the entire journey is about awareness and garnering 
support. For instance, Mahindra Tractors was also one of our 
sponsors and we had to pass through an off-the-track place of 
Mahindra dealerships, besides RBL branches and schools. We 
would complete all these engagements and then cycle back to 
the main route.
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the eiffel tower reopened on 25 june 
after the covId-19 lockdown

X PariS, franCE

on a global scale, things are already looking up. 
after a three-month closure (the last time it 
was shut for so long was during WWII), the eiffel 
tower will open again for tourists, as France rolls 
back its covId-19 pandemic restrictions. We are 
sure the crowds will rush in. Whether to bask in 
the romance or to soak in the dreamy vistas, the 
eiffel tower has opened to visitors from 10am on 
25 june. there’s a catch though: the visitors will 
have to take the stairs. they can get the second-
floor ticket (with a visit to the first floor included) 
and the authorities will ensure that only a limited 
number of people stay on the floors with proper 
social distancing and signage. Furthermore, the 
ascent will be from the east pillar and descent by 
the west pillar. all visitors above 11 years of age 
will be required to wear a mask. the public spaces 
in and around the monument will be cleaned daily 
and visitors will be encouraged to purchase their 
tickets online. the elevators will become available 
when the situation permits; however, the top level 
will remain closed for now. 
• tickets at toureiffel.paris, for when you can travel

FranceTOweR Of JOy

ShutterStocK
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Iata offers an interactive map to  
keep travellers updated on the 
CoVId-19 situation

the International air transport 
authority’s (Iata) interactive map 
gathers information from its timatic 
database, which is updated about 200 
times per day to keep up with changing 
regulations. the map’s colour scheme 
marks out strictly restricted areas 
from those that are mildly restricted or 
unrestricted. the map can also provide 
real-time notifications for travel 
updates related to the pandemic.

� see iatatravelcentre.com

map it
airlines are banning alcohol 
service on flights  

In response to covId-19, 
the airline industry is going 
through several revisions to 
minimise interaction on board; 
one of them is to suspend 
alcohol. airlines like KLM, virgin 
australia, easyjet and delta 
airlines, all seem to agree. 
Some airlines will only provide 
water or limit food and snacks, 
others are allowing passengers 
to bring their own food and 
non-alcoholic drinks.

the island nation moves to 
create travel bubbles with 
australia and new Zealand

Fiji’s ‘bula bubble’ will revive 
tourism by allowing visitors 
from australia and new 
Zealand. tourists will have 
to complete a two-week 
quarantine either before 
setting out for Fiji or after 
landing at the airport. they 
will be required to show proof 
of a negative covId-19 test. 
Passengers travelling by sea 
will be tested after docking. 

� Visitors have to quarantine 
at their own expense

nOT-SO- 
hIgh SPIRITS

Aviation

bubble uP!

Fiji
uPdates
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Cambodia asks travellers for a 
$3,000 coronavirus deposit

We have countries offering cheap 
airfares, free hotel stays and 
sweeter deals, but cambodia’s 
take on post-covId-19 is, if 
nothing, refreshing. they are by 
no means rolling out the carpet. 
Instead, they expect visitors to 
pay a $3,000 coronavirus deposit 
that covers all costs in case 
they fall ill. this charge will cover 
covId-19 tests, treatments and 
quarantine costs. If you test 
negative, the money will simply 
be refunded, minus the cost of 
the test, of course.  
� see tourismcambodia.com

PRIce     POInT

cambodia

australia’s museum of 
underwater art (moua) just 
opened in the Great Barrier reef

the Museum of underwater art 
is a way to rehabilitate the Great 
barrier reef with sculptures 
and installations that are fully 
or partially submerged. Look 
out for Ocean Siren, a sculpture 
of a native girl that is solar-
powered and changes colour as a 
warning for climate change. two 
phases of this project have been 
completed; once open, tourists 
will be taken for diving and 
snorkelling around the museum.

� see moua.com.au 

DIVe  
InTO aRT

Australia
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all stops are 
within 5 minutes 
of each other

wEngEr’S dEli

the city’s oldest 
bakery serving  
patisserie and 
international snacks 
for over 75 years

• J400 for 2

indian CoffEE HouSE 

once a popular haunt for 
intellectuals, the place holds on 
to its old-world charm. Spend 
hours chatting over endless cups 
of coffee and cutlets

• J200 for 2

the Tibetan market 
in janpath is generally 
shut on Sundays

X CEnTral dElHi, 
aBovE rajiv 
CHowk mETro 
STaTion

 Look 
for “rajiv 
Chowk” in 
maps

metro: rajiv 
chowk Metro 
Station

eat

shop

affordable 
street 
shopping

••

delhi's Iconic 
eateries

••

Vintage 
Cinemas

••

Walk through 
history

••

Bar/Café 
hopping

••

raahgiri

the sprawling 
circular market is a 
bustling hive of 
activity. replete 
with bazaars, 
vintage cinemas, 
restarurants and 
boutiques, you’ll be 
spoilt for choice.

compiled and 
Illustrated by 
rangEET gHoSH

connaughtHEarT of THE CiTy
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Place
nEw Book land 

thronged by book lovers 
from all corners, the stall 
has become a landmark for 
bibliophiles over the decades

C

 rajiv 
Chowk is 
one of the 
busiest 
metro 
stations with 
four tracks of 
commute 
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1  STaTE EmPoriumS 
apparels, handicrafts, 
and home décor 

2  gangoly BroTHErS 
clocks and watches

3  kHadi india  
handmade organic and 
herbal products

4  gangaram & SonS 
Wool and cashmere 
suitings

5  Palika BaZaar  
cheap electronic 
gadgets and clothes

6  janPaTH  
budget shopping for 
knick-knacks

7  ram CHandEr 
and SonS 
oldest toy store  
of India

it’s almost  
a steal
anything and 
everything!

be prepared 
to haggle 
when 
shopping at 
janpath and 
Palika Bazaar

1  Parikrama the 
revolving restaurant

2  BErCo’S chinese 
and thai cuisine

eat the world
Indian • Tibetan • Chaat 
• American • Japanese • 
Chinese • Thai

street photography and 
Old delhi architecture

janTar manTar

one of the five built 
by Maharaja jai 
Singh II of jaipur

STaTESman HouSE

one of the finest 
architectural 
landmarks in the 
national capital

rEgal CinEma

the iconic cinema 
hall reopened as 
Madame tussauds 
three years ago

3  EmBaSSy rESTauranT 
authentic north Indian

4  odEon guPTa Paan 
Flavoured and fire paans
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a  THE indian flag 
the tallest and largest 
flag in India

d  agraSEn ki Baoli 
14th-century stepwell 
built by King agrasen
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our man  
In euroPe
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i t’s a stranGe time to start writing 
a travel column.

In some ways, we have brought this 
new reality upon ourselves. Travel, for 
pleasure and business, had become more 
of a necessity than a luxury; a lifestyle 
need, not just a choice. While we globalised 
and became economically flatter, we also 
globalised local diseases. 

The world, as we know it, is undergoing a 
metamorphosis. The unbarred access that 
we have experienced in the past few decades 
has transformed within weeks into prison-
like confinement. Our carefree attitude is 
now laced with fear. No doubt that the post-
COVID world will look different. Not only 
the travel industry, but the nature of travel 
will also change.

What will not change though is the force 

that propels us travellers forward: curiosity. 
We travel for we wish to learn; we travel 

for we understand there are differences 
in the world out there, and recognising 
them will make us more respectful of the 
same. That’s why, irrespective of confined 
movements, we will continue exploring. We 
will discover new worlds in books. Or, in the 
unstepped corners of our homes where ants 
have started nesting. Or, in the musty local 
library, or the coffee shop next door.

I live in Sweden. On a day off, I would 
usually cross the Oresund Bridge into 
neighbouring Denmark to sip coffee 
amid Copenhagen’s brightly painted 
neighbourhood of Nyhavn. On a long 
weekend, I would take a flight across Europe 
to explore Modena’s eateries, or hike in 
the Swiss Alps, or watch a club cricket 

match at Lord’s in London. 
Given the current pandemic, the 

Danes have shuttered the bridge, and 
other European countries have restricted 
inflow from Sweden. Sweden itself has 
not introduced a lockdown though, which 
means that I travel still. My wings are 
clipped, and I cannot explore all corners 
of Europe as freely as I did once. However, 
once my initial frustration ebbed, I stepped 
out into the glorious Swedish summer to 
explore the parks and trails off the city 
of Malmö, where I live. For the first time 
in many years, I am making the most of 
Sweden’s famous Allmanrätt, one that 
gives everyone a right to freely walk, cycle, 
ride, ski and camp on any land with the 
exception of private space.

While I am doing so, I am learning that, 
yes, the freedom to travel we must all have, 
but it’s not always necessary that with 
each journey we step across boundaries. 
Sometimes a journey is about stopping still, 
and pausing to reflect and explore our  
very surroundings. 

They say that every cloud has a silver 
lining. This new facet of travelling is the 
silver that I found in the current pandemic.

↙ living in sweden for over 12 
years, he hopes to travel the 
world in a boat

↖ malmö was a danish city till 1658

n i t i n  C h a u d h a ry

Travelling Within Boundaries
my wings are clipped, and i 
cannot explore all corners 
of Europe as freely as i did 
once. However, once my 
initial frustration ebbed, 
i stepped out into the 
glorious Swedish summer 
to explore the parks 
and trails off the city of 
malmö, where i live

ShutterStocK
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X samBuru natIonal Park, kenya 
Let the cat out of the bag

@jayanth_sharma

X Peek-a-boo! a sketch of an adorable 
baby orangutan

@aratikumarrao

X BanCo ChInChorro, mexICo 
Getting up, close and personal 

@dhritiman_mukherjee

X the lIttle rann oF kutCh, 
GuJarat For your eyes only

@tapansheth

X BandhaVGarh natIonal Park Is 
that a mirror we spot? 

@shivang.mehta

X name a better reward for 
perseverance than a great catch

@sudhirshivaram

Xthattekkadu, kerala the wild  
birds are calling

@rathikaramasamy

spotted in 
the jungle 
We’ve got our eyes on these 
popular Indian wildlife 
photographers. their quest 
for spectacular shots has us 
stalking their feed constantly. 

@shaazjung

the BIson, kaBInI, karnataka  
a moonlit, magical glimpse into  
the jungle



Chant of  
the Buddha
Monasteries and stupas reign supreme on Odisha’s enlightenment trail
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B
uddhism has played an integral 
role in shaping the religious 
history of Odisha. Home to more 
than 200 buddhist sites, Odisha 

is dotted with innumerable stupas, 
virahas (monastery) and images that 
testify the long heritage of the religion 
in the state. The wide influence of 
Buddhism in Odisha is evident from the  
art, literature, architecture, sculptures 
and philosophy of the period. Between 

the 8th and 10th century, during the 
rule of  Bhaumakaras, Buddhism was 
even considered the state religion here. 
The impact of Buddhism continued 
in Odisha till the 15th century. Today, 
there are several pre-packaged tours 
like the Odisha Golden Triangle Tour 
and Diamond Triangle Tour that cover 
most of these coveted destinations. 
Sites like Langudi Hills and Tarapur have 
generated great archaeological interest. 

Brimming with natural beauty, coupled 
with its diverse tribal population and 
erstwhile Buddhist centres of learning, 
Odisha is no less than a delight. 

raTnaGIrI
One of the most famous sites of the triad, 
Ratnagiri is often referred as the ‘hill of 
jewels’ and is the most well-excavated 
site of the Diamond Triangle. Offering a 
sneak peek into the rich cultural heritage 



of Buddhism, the site consists of a 
series of monasteries, temples, shrines, 
stupas and sculptures. According to 
some Tibetan texts, the Mahayana and 
Tantrayana sect of Buddhism originated 
in Ratnagiri.  The only monastery in India 
to have a curvilinear roof, the ornately 
carved rooms often make you wonder 
about the opulence of the era gone by. 

LaLITGIrI
The cradle of esoteric Buddhism, the 
Diamond Triangle of Odisha is a thriving 
centre of learning and excellence. 
Comprising three Buddhist sites—
Lalitgiri, Udaygiri and Ratnagiri, the circuit 
is rich in Buddhist relics and heritage. It 
is considered the holiest of the sites as it 
unearthed a casket containing the sacred 
relic of Lord Buddha himself. Accounts 
reveal that the monastery propagated 
both Hinayana and Mahayana sects 
of Buddhism. Lalitgiri also houses a 
museum that displays illustrious relics, 
figurines, and other Buddhist pantheons. 
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udayGIrI
Located about 20kms from Cuttack in 
the district of Jajpur, Udaygiri is one 
of the biggest buddhist sites and also 
the least excavated one. Though one 
can find Buddhist sites scattered all 
through the state, the Ratnagiri, Lalitgiri 
and Udaygiri complex that form the 
‘Diamond Triangle’  house the largest 
concentration of Buddhist remains. The 
Udaygiri monastery is divided into two 
parts—the Madhavpur Mahavihar and 
the Simhaprastha Mahavihar. While 
the Madhavpur Mahavihar consists of 
a massive stupa, a prayer hall, Votive 
Stupas and Commemorative Stupas, 
the Simhaprastha Mahavihar houses the 
ruins of the monasteries,  the meditation 
chambers and beautifully carved statues.  

dHauLI
Set on the banks of River Daya, Dhauli or 
Dhauligiri is where one can find the rock 
edicts of emperor Ashoka. Believed to be 
the battlefield of the Kalinga war that led 

Clockwise from facing page: the 
magnificent Buddha statue in ratnagiri; 
excavation at lalitgiri; and remains of 
sculptures in udaygiri



Clockwise from here: Jaugada is famous for the rock edicts of emperor ashoka; 
shanti stupa, a popular landmark in dhauli; and Jirang, the largest tibetan settlement 
in eastern India

to significant changes in the beliefs of 
Ashoka, Dhauli today serves as a major 
Buddhist centre. One can also notice a 
number of stupas, chaityas and pillars 
scattered throughout the site, whose 
foundation was laid by King Ashoka 
himself.  Commemorating the end of the 
Kalinga war, the Shanti Stupa or 'Peace 
Pagoda' here has become a place of 
worship and devotion for many pilgrims. 
One of the major highlights here is the 
Kalinga Dhauli Mahotsav—a three-day 
annual festival, featuring music, dance 
and martial art performances from all 
over the country. 

JIranG
Often called the `Little Tibet of Odisha', 
Jirang, nestled in the hills of Chandragiri 
is the ideal blend of nature’s bounty 
and spiritual enlightenment. One of 
the lesser known Tibetan settlements 
in the country, Jirang with its imposing 
sights, verdant surroundings and 
lushness, serves as the largest Buddhist 

Around 200 Buddhist sites of Odisha represent visual archives of a 
journey of Buddhism from Theravada to Vajrayana covering atleast 
1,000 years of the East coast's heritage.

dr. Sunil Patnaik, Director, Odisan Institute of Maritime and  
Southeast Asian Studies (OIMSEAS), Bhubaneswar
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the Archeological Survey of India (ASI). 
Engraved in Prakrit, the inscriptions 
contain information on the administrative 
policies during the reign of Ashoka.

LanGudI
Set in the plains of Mahanadi Delta in 
Jajpur district, the Buddhist stupas and 
shrines of Langudi date back to the 
medieval period. One can come across 
ruins of a monastery, terracotta figures, 
seals and different types of pottery 
that were unearthed here. The hill 
also houses the remains of Pushpagiri 
Mahavihara, a major Buddhist centre 
of learning that gained prominence in 
the 2nd century. A hub of Hinayana, 
Mahayana and Vajrayana sects of 
Buddhism, Langudi Hill is also home to 
the country’s oldest Ashoka stupa. Today, 
it is one of the top tourist attractions 
in the Buddhist circuit and has been 
declared a heritage site under the 
supervision of the state government and 
Archaeological Survey Of India. 

Tarapur
Renowned for the three stupas 
built by emperor Ashoka, Tarapur 
is home to the Kesa Stupa, one of 
the earliest stupas of Buddhism. It 
is believed that the relic was built 
by Buddha’s disciples Tapusa and 
Bhallika. According to legend, Lord 
Buddha had given them eight strands 
of his hair, which are stored in the 
stupa. The stupa was discovered in 
Tarapur and the two pillars carried the 
inscription “Kesha Thupa” and “Bheku 
Tapasu.” Tarapur also houses several 
plain railings, pillars and crossbars 
with inscriptions—some in Brahmi, 
while others are in proto-Odia and 
Odia script.

See odishatourism.gov.in for more.

monastery in eastern India. Acclaimed 
for the Padmasambhava Mahavihara 
monastery, also popularly known as the 
Jirang monastery, it is a 5-hour drive 
from the capital Bhubaneswar. The 
Tibetans call this place ‘Phuntsokling’, 
which literally translates to ‘land of 
plenty and happiness'.

JauGada
Situated in Ganjam district, near 
the cities of Behrampur and 
Purushottampur, Jaugada is famous 
for the rock edicts of emperor 
Ashoka. Once an ancient fortified 
settlement, Jaugada is believed 
to have been associated with the 
Mahabharata period, with the fort being 
commissioned by Duryodhana. The 
fort served as the Mauryan capital of 
the Kalinga province and was made of 
lac, thereby making it impregnable, as 
enemies could not scale the walls. An 
important archaeological and historical 
site today, it is under the protection of 
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ranging from the Sutlej in the west to 
the Kali river in the east, Kumaon is the 
west-central section of the Himalaya 
in northern India. With parts of both the 
Shivaliks and the Great himalaya, the 
range lies largely within uttarakhand.  
nanda devi is Kumaon’s highest peak.
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...Open a charming farmstay. In retrospect, 

Citrus County Hoshiarpur seems crafted just 

for a post-COVID world. 

a m i T  d i x i T

made a tangy holiday of it. Photographs by 

P u n E E T  k .  P a l i w a l

gIVeS 
yOulifelemons

when

PunJaB

26

↑ a citrus 
plantation 
is a sight for 
sore eyes
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It Was nothInG short oF surreal,  

hIttInG the road

for an out-of-town trip after months of being holed up at 
home. We slipped out of Delhi at sunrise, headed due west. 
At that hour, the world always brims with possibilities. 
The road in front of us lit up gradually, the traffic not 
exactly scanty. Everyone seemed to be in a hurry. Or, 
maybe, we were the ones trying to taking it slow, savouring 
every moment of the journey. There was an insatiable 
hunger in our hearts, a lust to wander. There was a more 
prosaic hunger as well, the one which was making our 
tummies rumble. But, although Puneet’s heart was set 
on it, Murthal—the world capital of paratha bellies—
disappointed at that early hour, and we had to drive as far 
as Karnal before we could find decent oily flatbreads. Let 
me not be stingy with my praise. They were near perfect: 
straight-off-the-tandoor fluffy, bursting with flavour and 
fillings, paired with a dollop of butter and some masala 
chai to wash it all down. Even Puneet, an uncompromising 
paratha connoisseur, seemed visibly moved.  

We hIt the hIstorIC

grand trunk
road aGaIn, 

as chuffed as a pair of pioneers. For a first outing after the 
lockdown, we could not have chosen better. At Mohali, 
we took a quieter country road, lined with trees which 
leaned over the path to touch each other, that is, when it 
did not have a stately irrigation canal gurgling past. The 
road had lurched north by then. At some point, there was 
pouring rain and the temperature plummeted. Once the 
skies cleared, we pulled over and popped open a flask of 
lukewarm coffee to dunk our cookies. Priceless.    

* There are a number of check dams in Hoshiarpur, which 
have led to the creation of some spectacularly scenic 
waterbodies. Bring your boat, if you have one

On the last leg of the drive, we left the highway behind 
and drove between farms in the quiet afternoon. Finally, 
swerving past the gates of Citrus County Firdaus, we ran 
into an impressive pair of moustaches. They belonged to 
our host Harkirat Ahluwalia, a man with friendly eyes and 
an easy laugh. No, nothing can keep a Punjabi man down, 
not even a pandemic.  

Harkirat’s family were the primary landlords of the area, 
and continue to own acres of farmland, where they grow as 

* * * 
Comfort 

food
be warned: you’ll 

pile on the kilos here

* * * 
farm 

activities
you’re on a working 
farm, so much to do

* * * 
great for 
Cycling

Many trails around 
the property
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many as seven kinds of citrus and several 
vegetables. Besides, there are impressive 
stands of poplar, a profitable cash crop. 
The farmstay is a newer revenue stream. 
The original, at Chhauni Farms, which 
is also the family residence, is about a 
decade old, while Firdaus, their second 
property, is of recent vintage. This was 
heaven, reimagined as a farm. Harkirat 
promised that the row of poplars facing 
the 10 cottages that make up Firdaus 
will never be cut. The Lower Shivaliks 
looming in the distance seemed to agree.   

Once we had inspected our well-
appointed cottage—reserving special 
admiration for the sprawling bathroom—
it was time to eat a big, fat lunch and 
plan our activities for the next two days. 
Of course, if guests so choose, they can 
do absolutely nothing at Citrus County, 
except emerge at mealtimes (or not 
even that; just elect to dine on your own 
private patio), but for those who swear by 
the active life, there’s enough and more to 
keep them out—or in, depending on your 
perspective—of mischief. 

That epic 
lunCh

had to be worked off with an epic snooze 
so we set about doing just that. After 
which, a much-needed break for tea 
and we were off on bicycles with wine 
bottles filled with water strapped to 
them—there is no water in plastic bottles 
offered at Citrus County—to explore the 
surrounding countryside. Some of the 
party were devoted quad bikers, and we 
let them race ahead, following at a more 
civilised pace.   

We went offroad pretty quickly, 
resisting the temptation to strip and 
cool off at the village borewell. It was 
interesting terrain, and occasionally 
challenging. Our weathered MTBs 
struggled in the sandbed of a 
seasonal stream, so we changed 
course. Soon, we were inside the 
Nara Forest Reserve, huffing and 
puffing our way up to one of the 
many check dams that have been 
built in Hoshiarpur district in 
recent decades. We were drenched in 
sweat by the time we got to the Nara 

Dam, but the serene waterbody, which 
had attracted some local anglers, was a 
sight to behold. The only thing missing 
was a cold, fizzy—and possibly alcoholic—
drink.  

A word about the area in particular 
and Punjab in general is in order here. 
Hoshiarpur is one of the greenest 
districts in Punjab, replete with forests 
rich in wildlife (nilgai and wild boar 
are frequently sighted, and the rarer 
leopard), an interesting topography 
comprising low hills and ravines, and 
scenic waterbodies where you can even go 
boating if you bring your own inflatable 
raft or dinghy along. Punjab itself was 
proving to be a revelation, its rugged 
beauty, friendly folk, hearty food and 
warm hospitality winning our loyalty 
effortlessly. That it’s not marketed well 
enough as a tourist destination was the 
general refrain at dinner that night.

And what a dinner it was, not least 
because of the scenic setting, on 
Firdaus’s lush lawns overlooking the 
citrus plantation. The night sky was 
crystal clear, and we spotted several 
satellites and shooting stars. Then the 
fireflies arrived, which caused a flurry of 
excitement, especially among the middle-
aged guests, some of whom were seeing 
them for the first time since childhood. 
As for me, fireflies seem to pretty much 

follow me around these days. Our last 
trip before the lockdown, to the Palni 
Hills, had been illuminated, in more ways 
than one, by fireflies too. I can swear 
there was a nip in the air. In winter there 
would have been a fire in the middle of us 
socially distanced folk. 

We were in 
Good ComPany.

Harkirat has been choosy about his 
guests ever since Citrus County reopened, 
preferring to accept people he knows 
or through trusted word-of-mouth 
references. The guests I shared my 
weekend with included a well-known 
golfer, the GM of a five-star hotel who 
couldn’t stop raving about the simple 
charms of Citrus County, a prominent 
industrialist, a corporate lawyer and a 
hot-shot photographer (the last two rode 
in on their impressive BMW bikes, which 
purred like tractors and were nearly 
as large). The conversation, as you can 
imagine, was interesting.  

* Citrus County is planning to keep 
some quad bikes on standby again. 
just one more thing to look forward to

As we reassuringly discovered at 
dinner, meals at the farmstay are now 
cooked by staff armed with gloves 
and face shields. Harkirat is quite the 
chef himself, and rustled up a killer 
paneer bhurji, easily the highlight of the 
evening. The food at Citrus County is 
self-described as ‘home-style comfort 
food’ and they pride themselves, among 
other things, on their succulent kababs 
and (Punjabi) Chinese dishes. They also 
do a standout stuffed capsicum, the 
bell peppers sourced from a friend’s 
farm nearby. And there’s always dessert. 
Always! It’s certainly not out of character 
for a farmstay to be centred around food. 
Breakfast next morning—much discussed 
the evening before and, therefore, 
highly anticipated—was the legendary 
Amritsari kulcha. 

Given the post-pandemic new normal, 
masks and sanitisers were pretty much 
ubiquitous at the property. Bicycles 
were rigorously sanitised before use. 
Housekeeping was strictly optional. 

Bhrigu Samhita

the Bhrigu Samhita is a Sanskrit 
astrological treatise attributed to 
bhrigu, one of the seven sages of 
vedic times. Said to be the first 
compiler of predictive astrology, 
bhrigu collected over 5,00,000 
horoscopes. based on his analysis 
of different types of horoscopes, 
apparently 45 million astrological 
charts can be drawn from the data 

he compiled. 
a part of the 
Samhita is 
available in 
hoshiarpur. 
citrus county 
can organise 
consultations 
on request.
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↙ the area 
is great for 
quad biking

↑ the nara 
dam is a 
serene spot

↓ harkirat 
ahluwalia is 
a true-blue 
Punjabi host
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↗have poplars, 
will jump
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definitely not on tenterhooks. The 
countryside tends to have a soporific 
effect on you, putting you at your ease, 
letting you trust in the ways of the 
universe...Social distancing, I must 
confess, doesn’t come naturally to our 
species. It’s not just because we lack 
discipline. It’s simply against the grain 
of human nature. 

My surmise is that properties like 
Citrus County, essentially boutique 
homestays blessed in being in the lap 
of nature, will see a lot of interest in 
the post-COVID era and be able to 
address the pent-up desire for travel 
that has been building up for the last 
few months, safely. As people look to 
travel to uncrowded destinations they 
can drive to on their own, farmstays are 
bound to thrive. The cottages at Firdaus 
are spaced apart so well, they almost 
seem custom built for our crazy age. 

harkIrat’s a model

employer 
who has stood by his staff through the 
lockdown and its aftermath. The advan-
tage of running a property on a working 
farm is that staff can be deployed in 
either direction. So his people weren’t 
out of work even during the lockdown. 
Now with the guests returning, they are 
as busy as ever. Any way you look at it, 
it’s a win-win proposition.  

Needing to work up an appetite for 
lunch (Chinese had been promised), 
we investigated the plantation after 

breakfast. We walked among the kinnow 
trees, set out in neat rows, an automated 
sprinkling system in place. The poplars 
had grown tall, and looked positively 
regal. There were deep furrows where the 
quad bikes had been in the morning.    

That evening, we cycled deeper into 
the wilderness, finally ending up in a 
deep gorge where a broad, flat stream 
murmured quietly by. The quad bikers 

The evenings are quite social, 
but with necessary distance 
maintained among guests

↘ Citrus 
County’s 
‘special 
Chhauni egg 
fry’ is a winner

↗ this is mtB 
heaven, with 
trails across 
riverbeds and 
into ravines
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↑ socialising, 
but at a safe 
distance

↓ the rustic-
chic interiors 
of one of the 
cottages at 
the farmstay
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x day 1: arrive by 
lunch. evening bush 
walk or cycling in the 
forest. Self-cooking 
barbecue optional

x day 2: farm visit 
after breakfast. 
complimentary jungle 
safari on tractor 
trolley in the evening, 
followed by Punjabi 
dinner cooked on a 
slow fire. 

x day 3: Breakfast 
and check out. 

hidden gem 
in the Forest
there are many 
british-era 
resthouses here. 
the one in the 
nara reserve is 
the closest to the 
farmstay

Typical itinerary 

traveller
hOShIaRPuR

x gurdwara hopping: dera Sant Garh 
and Garna Sahib are major ones
x Sheesh mahal: 1911 monument, with 
spectacular glass interiors
x dholbaha: archaeological site
x Citrus Estate: Government citrus-
processing centre

What 
else in 
hoshiarpur

Activities at 
citrus county
x cycling
x Quad biking
x Lazy walks
x Meeting the 

villagers
x Farm activities, 

especially during 
the fruit-picking 
season

how to 
reach

nEarEST airPorTS adampur 
(jalandhar), 40min away. there’s a direct 
flight from delhi. both amritsar and 
Chandigarh airports are 2.5hrs away 
By road 6-7hrs drive from delhi

were having a field day doing donuts and 
disturbing the shallow waters by riding 
up and down the stream. Why do we get 
so much joy from splashing water? (Not 
complaining, just wondering.) We, the 
cyclists, decided to give our protesting 
legs a rest, and headed back in a tractor 
trolley, pulled by a half-century-old 
Tafe tractor made in Yugoslavia. If 
Punjab is beautiful by day and by night, 
it’s positively magical at the hour of 
twilight. As the evening sky took on a 
deeper golden hue, the air was filled 
with bird call. We trundled along, 
startling a nilgai once, which rapidly 
disappeared into the surrounding 

foliage. At one point, the tractor got 
stuck in the sand, which provided some 
mild frisson, but we soon nudged it 
into action and were on our way. We ran 
into two guys in an Isuzu pickup, whom 
Harkirat knew. They had stopped in the 
middle of nowhere to have a couple of 
cool beers and contemplate the Punjabi 
countryside in all its tremulous beauty. 
One of them looked like he mostly lived 
abroad. A typical tableau of Punjab if 
ever there was one.   

That night there was excellent mutton 
curry and even better conversation with 
Harkirat’s father, a fount of ancient 
wisdom on everything from spirituality 

to the stock market. Some of the stuff 
he shared with us will stay etched in 
my mind forever.  

We had planned to leave early the next 
morning, so we could get into Delhi 
at a decent hour. But Harkirat would 
have none of it. There was no way we 
would be allowed to depart until we had 
partaken of some parathas and anda 
bhurji. I’ll be honest: it wasn’t difficult 
to convince us. You know, when it comes 
to parathas, we get all weak-kneed. Once 
we were sufficiently stuffed, we bid a 
teary farewell to Harkirat and his garden 
of paradise. But not without fervent 
promises to return soon and often. 

The stay
Citrus County consists of 
two properties. the original, 
started around a decade ago, 
is at Chhauni Farms, the family 
home, consisting of a few suites 

and several tents (currently 
closed). Citrus County Firdaus, 
with 10 cottages, is nearby 
and operational 
� tariff: ` 8,000 per night 

doubles on maP. extra person/
child: ` 1,500 
• Contact: +91-9815077880, 
kirat16@gmail.com, 
citruscountyfarmstays.com

* The cottages at Citrus 
County firdaus are safely 
distanced from each other
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* * * 
royal 

PalaCES 
Mahals, durbars, and 

their stately décor

* * * 
EvEning 

SaunTErS 
Lakes, parks, and 

good ol’ munchies

* * * 
anCiEnT 

arCHivES 
The art of war in 

paintings and arms

History, heritage, and a two-day,  

family-fuelled rediscovery of a hometown.  

Text and photographs by  

k a r a n  k a u S H i k
↑ raj mahal 
Chowk at the 
kota Garh 
Palace
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t
The news of the reopening of tourism spots 
in Rajasthan has come as music to my ears. 
I’ve always been aware of Kota’s multi-
layered character, but the idea of visiting its 
palaces and museums had never caught my 
fancy, until now. While the safety of home 
beckons, the itch to travel is upon us.

my mother, my sIster  
and I FInd 

ourselves
giggling like excited teens in our car as we 
head to the Kota Garh Palace. It’s a beautiful 
petrichor-filled afternoon. The heavens 
have opened up and being the discerning 
travellers that we are, we can’t help but be 
absolutely ecstatic.

We have fresh face masks on and mom 
is carrying a sanitiser. At the Hathia Pol 
of the Garh, two masked guards greet us 
with a jovial ‘khamma ghani’. Two imposing 
stone elephants, brought from the Bundi 
Palace by Maharao Bhim Singh I, grace this 
gate. On either side are motifs of women 
warriors conforming to the Kota School. 
There’s a board at the bottom of the left 
one, highlighting safety guidelines for 
visitors. While one guard assists us in 
washing our hands with soap, the other 
conducts our thermal screening. One 
of them is kind enough to point to an 
impressive Durga painting at the centre 
of the high ceiling and we crane our necks 
while making sure that our masks stay put. 
Mom folds her hands to thank the goddess 
for keeping us alive all this while. Desi 
mothers, I tell you!

Another guard leads us to the ticket 
counter through the temple of Brijnathji, 
the tutelary deity of the Kota rulers, 
and tells us that we are the first set of 
visitors for the day. At the ticket window, 

the masked ticket seller offers us some 
sanitiser after handing over our tickets. 
We make our way to the museum through 
the Borseli Ki Deodhi and the Raj Mahal 
ka Chowk, which is dotted with nagaras or 
drums from the 17th and 18th centuries. 
A guide draped in an attractive lehariya 
saree welcomes us inside the Durbar Hall, a 
part of the Rao Madho Singh Museum. The 
feeling of entering a museum after nearly 
an eternity is magical. Normalcy finally 
seems to have returned. A towering statue 
of Maharao Umed Singh greets us while a 
life-sized elephant statue adorning a golden 
caparison stands next to it, on the right.

Previously known as Akhade ka Mahal, 
the Durbar Hall was built by Maharao 
Durjan Shal in the 18th century. On display 
here are traditional musical instruments, 
seals, copper and brass curios, porcelain 
pots and toys, old scales and weights, 
a wooden throne, palanquins, textiles, 
sculptures and other regal memorabilia.

A painting of Queen Mary of Great 
Britain with Maharao Umed Singh at Kota’s 

↖ maharao 
umed 
singh’s 
statue

↗ the Bada 
mahal’s 
miniature 
paintings
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Should we have gotten cooler masks with 
fancy designs? We return to the ground 
floor and rest our limbs at the inviting 
souvenir shop. We picked up an attractive 
wooden elephant-print key holder and a 
mirror-studded lac keychain to mark our 
first post-COVID visit. Mom is also buying a 
book on Rajasthani idioms and their origin. 
Tonight’s gonna be quite a chokho night 
back at mharo ghar.

Intermittent showers and the cloud cover 
prevailing since morning have brought 
much relief from the Rajasthani summer. 

Raj Bhawan from 1911 particularly captures 
my attention. I didn’t know my city was 
once visited by a vilaayati queen. Intricately 
painted portraits of royals are staring down 
at us and they all look visibly happy. After 
all, they finally have visitors!

We then explore the Raj Mahal, or the 
throne room, where the royal court was 
held. Thanks to the rich mirror work 
adorning its pillars and walls, it is also 
known as Sheesh Mahal. Its walls are 
bedecked with 17th-century wall paintings. 

These depict scenes from Lord Krishna’s 
life and hunting scenes, which made the 
Kota school of painting so well known. To 
its left are the arms and wildlife galleries 
housing medieval armour, and stuffed 
wild game trophies. We also visit the 
gallery showcasing vintage, sepia-toned 
photographs of the royals.

We clamber up the floors to explore the 
Bada Mahal, the palace where the king 
resided. All these extra lockdown kilos 
are making me huff. I take it as a tedious 
workout session that has been long 
overdue. We stop for a quick photo-op at 
the Barah Dari, where parties and court 
meetings were held in the summer. The 
refreshing breeze wafting in from the 
Chambal tells me why.

The tibara in front has a rich collection 
of miniature paintings and marble motifs 
on the walls. The golden colour in these 
paintings is actually gold.

There is endless marvelling at what we 
have seen so far and a lot of posing as it’s 
our first photo session with face masks on. 

from the palace, drive up to Kota 
barrage and spend a rainy evening 
feeding pigeons by the chambal, 
brimming in all its glory. you can 
spot thousands of pigeons flying 
together and 
spectacular 
panoramic views 
of the bastions 
of the Garh 
from here.

Built in the 17th-century 
by rao madho Singh, the 
Bada mahal is embellished 
with tastefully done wall 
frescoes. The richness 
of detail in the delicately 
fluted pillars, mirror inlays, 
and murals that wash the 
walls in colour is quite an 
impressive view

↑ ticket 
window at 
the kota 
Garh Palace

↓ the picture 
gallery at rao 
madho singh 
museum 

→ a colourful 
rajasthani 
turban
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I have fallen in love all over again. With 
freedom, with travelling, with my city, and 
also with life.

The next day, unfortunately, is hot and we 
are in no mood for adventure.

We nerd out at the  

Brij vilas 
Palace 

GoVernment museum

We’ve never been here before. The 
museum was given a facelift by the Amer 
Development Authority of Jaipur in 
2017. There are no entry tickets here. The 
government is keeping it free for the first 
two weeks to encourage visitors. The same 
protocols are in place: hand sanitisation 
and thermal screening. They are also 
maintaining a record book, so they can trace 
us in case of contagion. Like yesterday, it’s 
only the three of us here, which is great for 
an agoraphobe like me.

The museum displays a great range of 
rare and ancient sculptures, Bundi and 
Kota miniature paintings, and an armoury. 
We begin at the Pre-Archaeology section 
displaying artefacts through historic ages.

Taking a break from the sculptures, mom 
leads us to the Arms gallery. I appreciate 
the Garuda Dhwaja—an emblem of the 
Kota state—and portraits depicting the 
uprising of 1857 in Kota, before quickly 
moving on to the painting gallery. Here, I 
am most intrigued by the Nayak and Nayika series, particularly the one with a love-sick 

Nayika. I accidentally touch the showcase 
while trying to photograph it, and an 
alerted guard summons me with a whistle. 
We find our way out through the Jain 
Sculpture Gallery. The monkeys outside the 
museum look a little frazzled by the human 
presence. One even tries to pounce at me, 
but I manage a hasty escape.

Life doesn’t get any better than this, 
especially in the middle of a global 
pandemic. Hope I’ll live to tell the tale to 
my grandchildren, albeit with a great deal 
of exaggeration, of course! 

at the Shiva Sculpture 
gallery, i marvel at Shiva 
and Parvati engaged 
in a dice game before 
moving on to the vaishnav 
Sculpture gallery to soak 
in the 3rd-century yupa 
pillars from Badwa, and 
the 9th-century Shesh 
Shayyi vishnu from Badoli

Stroll around the kishore Sagar 
lake in the evening and through 
the Seven Wonders Park. Stop 
by rampura for some piping hot 
kachoris at Phool chand and wash 
them down 
with a glass 
of cold lassi at 
Shambhu’s.

↑ Feeding 
pigeons at the 
kota Barrage
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What to see
x Seven Wonders Park

x Geparnath temple

x Ghatotkach circle

x abheda Mahal

Brijraj Bhawan Palace hotel

traveller
   kOTa

govErnmEnT muSEum—
The museum displays a 
great range of rare and 
ancient sculptures

Brij vilas 
Palace

koTa doria
Visit Bhairo Gali in 
Rampura for some 
Kota Doria shopping. 
The cotton saris are 
perfect for summers, 
and can range from 
J500 to J 25,000.

T h e  h I g h  S T R e e T  e x P e R I e n c e

jodhpur namkeens 
(`50-`100 for 2)

Visit for the best pyaaz 
kachori and mirchi vada, 
and don't forget to ask for 
the meethi chutney

Best kachori in town
x Sua lal `10 per kachori

x ratan ̀ 10 per kachori

x Phool Chand `10 per kachori

x Bhilwars ̀ 10 per kachori

how to reach
nEarEST airPorT jaipur (245 kms, 4 hrs)

drivE from jaipur and udaipur are connected to 
Kota by four-lane highways

built in the early-19th century, the grand edifice 
once housed the british residency. a part of the 
heritage property also serves as the residence 
of the royal family of Kota. 
notable dignitaries 
who’ve visited the 
palace include Lord 
curzon and Queen 
Mary of england.

� brijraj@dil.in

gETTing around

� unmetered 
autos cost 
J50-70 for 5 
kilometres

� Tourist taxis 
charge J2,000 
for half-day and 
J2,700 for a  
full-day trip

hidden gems 
at the kota 
garh Palace
Intricate paintings 
of deities and royals, 
including Queen Mary 
of Great britain

* nature lovers must 
take a river cruise 
on the Chambal. The 

boat safaris start from J1,600 
per person for 2 hours

rajasthani kachori

mirchi vada

Where to stay
x umed bhawan Palace

� 0744-232526-65

x Sukhdham Kothi

� 0744-2320081, 2332661
TigEr TrailS 
mukundara Hills Tiger 
reserve was developed 
in 2013 by merging the 
mukandara national Park, 
darrah Sanctuary, jawahar 
Sagar Sanctuary and part 
of the national Chambal 
Sanctuary. you can spot 
more than 225 species 
of birds and animals like 
panthers, sloth bears, 
wolves, hyenas and jackals. 

faCT Mukundara has 
recently been blessed with 
two tiger cubs, taking the 
total tiger count to six.
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love
wITh 

allmy

Navigating her way through  

the French drapes,  

S o H i n E E  B a S u  

reminisces about her whirlwind winter love 

affair with Puducherry

PuduCherry

40

* * * 
c o a s t a l 
c u i s i n e

fish fry, crabs and 
fresh calamari

* * * 
c o l o n i a l 
h e r i t a g e
pretty hues and 
cobbled streets

* * * 
p e a c e f u l 

v i s t a s
ashrams, the rain 

and paradise beach

PhotoGraPhS: 
ShutterStocK
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For a quaInt toWn By the sea

Puducherry’s arresting allure breathes in its sunshine-
clad villas and blooming boulevards that compose the 
perfect postcard-frame, winning over the seeker of all 
things #aesthetic in you. Existing in its own time bubble, 
Puducherry may seem to ooze French aura and a poetic 
charm, but the petit pastel-hued town by the blue waters 
of the Bay of Bengal has a warm South Indian heart that 
spins you in its web of nostalgic colonial yarn.

My whirlwind visit to the Union Territory was 
particularly special because it was the first trip I had 
managed to arrange with my friends after cancelling a 
booking to (you guessed it) Goa. So, instead of beaches 
where the party lights glimmer as soon as dusk descends 
over the sea, we found ourselves sitting under the glow 
of Promenade street lamps, swirling lattes as the waves 
roared and crashed against the cobbled Rock Beach.

However, this wasn’t just another beach vacation that I 
could possibly shelf along with the numerous others I’ve 
been on. Instead, Puducherry arrived like a gift—delicately 
tied in ribbons of warmth and cased in a bubble wrap of 
cheesy lasagne layers and spongy croissants, catching me 
off-guard with wafts of fresh calamari and crabs, inviting 
me on sun-kissed French colony trails while the crashing 
waves absently sprinkled some love.

day one: BohemIa and  

a drizzle  
oF raIn 

I remember meeting Puducherry with the clouds 
crowding in the early morning sky when our night bus 
from Bengaluru screeched to a halt on a wide-flanked 
road. Dawn was slowly breaking over the eastern horizon 
when we shuffled into an auto-rickshaw, a motley group of 
four, which took us to White Town. 

Standing out on the balcony of our apartment, I 
remember watching the struggling sunlight kiss des rues 
awake, as the gathering clouds threatened to burst with 
some December rain. The scooters were rented quickly 
and our hearts, forever in denial, had decided to cast the ↑ a view of the 

horizon from 
rock Beach
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obvious weather predictions aside.
Staying in White Town had its perks, as 

pretty cafés with vibrant crayon-coloured 
walls dotted the bougainvillaea-clad streets, 
leaving us hopelessly confused with its 
adorable decor.

After unanimously agreeing that a 
French breakfast of Croque Monsieur and 
cheese omelette would set the mood for 
the day, we discovered the neighbouring 
cosy little café-cum-homestay of A La Villa 
Creole, overlooking the flower-showered 
street of La Bourdonnais that fit our bill all 
too well. 

The first drops of winter rain had started 
to drizzle when we finally pushed the 
‘start’ button of our scooters, unknowingly 
bracing ourselves for the surprising journey 
of a lifetime. Cruising through the French 

quarters, with the venerable Google Maps 
as our guide, my wind-tousled hair grew 
restless. The sea could be heard roaring 
in the distance before the cornflower 
blue water waded into sight. I can never 
forget that moment—the scooter took an 
unassuming turn and the Promenade swept 
into view, a little drenched in the light 
shower, but just as surreal, just as beautiful. 
The gushing sea on one side and the 
incredible French architecture on the other, 
the coconut-tree-lined Promenade stretch 
unveiled like a bohemian paradise.

The rain had paused by the time we 
made it to the Aurobindo Ashram, done up 
in muted ash and white colours. Hopping 
over nascent puddles, our phones on silent 
and our feet bare, we entered the serene 
premises of the Ashram, which has stood 
there since 1926; a marvellous symbol 
of hope and peace. The meditative and 

↑ Croque- 
monsieur; 
and (top) a 
lovely kolam

↓ local men 
in veshtis on 
Promenade 
Beach

↗ Basilica of 
the sacred 
heart of 
Jesus

The scooter took an 
unassuming turn and 
the coconut-tree-lined 
Promenade swept into 
view, a little drenched 
in the light shower, 
but just as surreal, just 
as beautiful. with the 
gushing sea on one side, 
it unveiled itself like a 
bohemian paradise
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Paradise Beach, once one of Puducherry’s 
best-kept secrets. Our ever-friendly Airbnb 
host, Prasanth, gave us expert directions to 
the beach where supposedly, ahem, even 
alcohol can be snuck into. 

So, after a quick breakfast at Le Café of 
some overly-cheesy lasagne and stir-
fried prawns, we set out on the quest for 
Paradise Beach. Placing our trust once again 
on Google Maps, out of habit, we exited 
from the French drapes that Puducherry 
lies curtained behind and delved into the 
heart of the town. We passed houses with 
kolam etched intricately, we saw the men 
in traditional veshtis and women with 

spiritual atmosphere inside the Ashram 
inevitably infused a sense of calm, making 
us realize that maybe Puducherry was 
simply fated to happen to us. 

Christmas is special in Puducherry. 
During our visit, it was just around the 
corner and the strains of choirs singing 
carols to herald in the Yuletide season could 
be heard echoing from the exquisitely 
designed Immaculate Conception 
Cathedral. In fact, all of Puducherry's 
churches had decked their halls and their 
imposing Gothic-French architecture was 
quick to pique the interest of the history-
lover within me. 

After a sumptuous lunch of crabs cooked 
in South Indian masala and Nethili fish fry 
at a restaurant that overlooked the Rock 
Beach, we decided to watch the dusk settle 
in from the New Lighthouse. We rushed 
up a giddy flight of stairs, to find waiting 
for us a view that was, at the very least, 
captivating. The pale blue waters of the 
Bay of Bengal gently kissed the shoreline 
repeatedly, as the sun dipped below the 

cloud-swept sky, making Puducherry look 
magical in the afterglow. The love affair had 
begun, and how. 

day tWo: dIsCoVerInG  
the other

Paradise
Perhaps it was sometime in the middle 
of the second day that I began to feel ‘at 
home’ in this place. Being wonderfully 
tiny, it doesn’t take long to memorise the 
roads, affectionately named in French, till I 
almost believed that all of Puducherry was 
essentially all about the colonial hangover. 
But a little away from the French-stamped 
buildings, the awe-inspiring golden 
structure of Auroville, the chic souvenir 
shops selling bottled fragrances, and the 
artsy cafés, there existed a Puducherry that 
had a distinctly different identity of itself. 

I look back on the second day with a 
certain sense of facepalm. We might not 
have made it to Arambol or Palolem, but 

also known as Promenade 
beach, the rock 
beach is 1.5kms 
long with a 
walkway ideal 
for walks, yoga 
and watching 
the sunrise.

↘ riding around 
Puducherry 
is quite a 
romantic tale
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gajra laced around their hair crowding the 
majorly Tamilian town. In reality, however, 
it throbs with the rich culture of the South.

Suddenly awe-struck with the raw charm 
of Puducherry, we blindly let Google Maps 
guide us down roads less travelled (which 
further convinced us that this is the way to 
paradise) until...we arrived somewhere else. 
It was a strangely beautiful place though, 
with mangrove backwaters and a narrow 
mud road that led us to the secluded white 
sand beach, but was it the paradise we were 
looking for? 

We decided to keep our confusion at 
bay and let the excitement take over 
as we saw the blue waves rush to the 
seashell-scattered shore of the obscure 
Veerampattinam Beach, where we had 
fatefully turned up. The clouds were 
beginning to gather again and the playful 
gusts of wind tugged at our heartstrings, 

urging us to untighten it, and we couldn’t 
refuse. Sitting ourselves down, drenched 
in a sense of calm, we sipped on our beers 
and felt truly alive, after a long, long time. 
We might not have made it to the correct 
paradise but none of us complained. 
Perhaps, paradise was another state of mind 
and there, at that moment, with the rolling 
waves, carefree breeze, and the company of 
others, we were in paradise alright. 

stumBlInG aCross  

Serenity 
Saying goodbye to a place has never gone 
down well with me. I knew Puducherry 
wouldn’t be easy to bid adieu to either, just 
as we left the Puducherry Museum, having 
soaked our eyes in French art and history. 

The scooter was parked on the sun-kissed 
avenue, longingly waiting for us to take one 
last ride, longing for one more chance to 
surprise us with the beauty of the place. 

As I thought Puducherry cannot surprise 
me any further and pull me into its warm 
heart, we stumbled across Serenity Beach. 
There were seaside shacks that dotted the 
expansive strip of sand and being a fishing 
hotspot, my heart swelled with glee when 
the aroma of fried fish and squid rings 
stirred in a spicy masala wafted to my ever-

visit around Christmas 
and soak in the carols, 
the decked-up, 
Gothic-French 
churches and 
the vibrant 
festivities.

↓ there are 
architectural 
gems strewn 
around every 
street corner
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Where to go 
x White town
x Promenade beach
x auroville ashram
x Puducherry 
     Museum

x Paradise beach
x botanical Garden
x osudu Lake 
x St andrew’s 
     church

villa shanti 
Located in old French town 
with vertical gardens and 
an airy courtyard
� 0413-4200028; 
lavillashanti.com

gratitude heritage  
a peaceful and 
aesthetically pleasing 
guesthouse
� 9442065029; 
gratitudeheritage.in

The Promenade  
Gorgeous sea views and a 
balinese-themed pool
� 0413-2227750; 
sarovarhotels.com

how to reach
inTErnaTional airPorT chennai  
drivE from bengaluru (309kms, 7 hours); 
chennai (165kms, 3 hours)

traveller
PuDucheRRy

alert nose. The fresh catch of the day was 
put on display here and you could choose 
what you wanted to have, and looking 
back, I might have gone a little overboard 
then, seeing all that gorgeous seafood! 

Aside from the gastronomic delight 
that Serenity gifted me with, the sheer 
beauty of the rocks extending into the sea 
did justice to the name of the beach. The 
waves are high here and it’s a great spot for 
surfing, but instead, sitting on top of the 
boardwalk, we let our legs dangle freely, 
as the waves crashed against the rocks, 
sprinkling some of its salinity on us.

nostalGIC  

Musings 
It has been a few months since I 
last visited the charming town. Yet, 
Puducherry rises in my dreams, with 
its sudden strips of white sand beaches, 
with all the French historic buildings and 
immaculately designed churches, the 
postcard-perfect streets, the cosy cafés, 
and lastly, its people: ever warm and 
affectionate. I’ve rarely been homesick 

for a place I’ve only managed to offer a 
weekend to, yet Puducherry is like the 
nagging lover, who keeps you safely 
tucked in its arms, unwilling to let go. 
Bewitching you with its French charm 
and waltzing into your heart with its 
Tamil warmth, Puducherry is like a gooey 
mixture of everything you love—baked 
with a lot of happiness and sprinkled with 
a generous dash of sunshine! 

we might not have 
made it to the correct 
paradise but none of us 
complained. Perhaps, 
paradise was another 
state of mind and there, 
at that moment, with the 
rolling waves, carefree 
breeze, and the company 
of others, we were in 
paradise alright

new lighthouse
waTCH THE SunSET 

and take a stroll down 
Promenade during dusk. 

* Café rendezvous and Coromandel 
Café are perfect for romantic 
dine-outs, with their colonial 

setting and a wide range of cocktails

There is no visiting Puducherry 
without trying coq au vin, 

baguettes and, of course, crêpes!

local Transport
x Local transport like auto-
rickshaws, uber, ola is easily available.

x however, the best and 
recommended mode of travelling 
would be to rent a scooter.
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As states slowly begin to open their doors for 

tourism, they are also gearing up for the ‘new 

normal’. Here is everything you need to know 

about travelling domestically post-COVID

46
2020 

destInatIons

* did you know that the Hawa mahal is 
able to stand upright because of its 
pyramidal shape?

Opening
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* * * 
Southern 

beauty
Kerala, Karnataka

* * * 
old heritage

new delhi, uttar 
Pradesh

* * * 
Call of the wild
uttarakhand, Madhya 

Pradesh, rajasthan

rajasthan
along with monuments and museums, the rajasthan 
government has also re-opened wildlife safaris and 
biological parks

 TouriSm rE-oPEnEd on junE 1

a virtual tour of rajasthan’s grand havelis might 
cut it for a while, but there’s only so much cGI 
we can handle. don’t worry, you can now walk 
through history once again as the government of 
rajasthan has decided to reopen the monuments 
under its archaeology and museum department. 
Furthermore, people can also enjoy the state’s 
natural bounty again as the wildlife safaris and 
the biological parks have thrown their proverbial 
doors open. Monuments were initially open only 
four days a week, but now visitors are allowed 
daily. however, the visiting hours have changed. 
the government is taking several precautions like 
fumigation and ensuring that the premises are 
sanitised, leaving no room for error.

� If you’re not on a cash crunch, avoid local 
transportation. hiring a private vehicle would be  
a wiser option.

PhotoGraPhS: ShutterStocK
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mAdhyA

Pradesh
along with uttarakhand and rajasthan, 
madhya Pradesh has given a green signal to 
the re-opening of wildlife sanctuaries

 TigEr ParkS oPEnEd on junE 15

Madhya Pradesh is a hub of wildlife hotspots 
with almost 11 national parks including 
Bandhavgarh and Pench. The state recently 
announced the opening of these sanctuaries and 
national parks from June 15 along with state-
run and private hotels and resorts. As per the 
tourism board, it’s a sign of  ‘return to normalcy’. 
Strict guidelines of wearing masks, maintaining 
social distance and proper sanitisation have 
to be followed. The state is expecting domestic 
tourists from nearby states as well as from 
within. Other places of interest like the Gwalior 
Fort and Sanchi Stupa will also open, but with 
restrictions.

� hire a personal caravan (with separate 
driver’s cabin) for a thrilling yet safe journey 
across the state. head to vhsbooking.
mptourism.com for more details.

* Bandhavgarh national Park was 
originally the maharaja of rewa’s 
hunting preserve. white tigers are 

said to have first been spotted here 
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* jim Corbett national Park is one of the 
few national parks in india to offer a night 
stay inside the jungle

nATiOnAl

Parks
you can look forward to spotting tigers, leopards, 
deer and other animals in the  sanctuaries that are 
opening up across India

 SafariS will oPEraTE aT 50% CaPaCiTy

The ecotourism industry breathed a sigh of 
relief when major sanctuaries like Jim Corbett, 
Rajaji National Park, Ranthambhore, Sariska, and 
Kumbhalgarh, among others, announced their re-
opening in June. The safaris will work at 50 per cent 
capacity and strict guidelines will have to be followed, 
announced the Uttarakhand Chief Wildlife Warden, 
officials at Ranthambhore National Park and DFO of 
Kumbhalgarh, separately. Standard protocols include 
wearing of face mask at all times, social distancing, 
proper sanitisation of cars, and thermal checking 
at entry points. The industry is optimistic about 
recovering some of the business lost during the 
lockdown through this.

� Plan a trip during the summers as the chances of 
tiger sightings are slightly higher.
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karnataka
operational capacity may be reduced to avoid 
crowding and ensure physical distancing practices

 THiS waS launCHEd on junE 17

A backpacking trip across the globe may not be 
possible, but a more homebound approach can now 
be undertaken with the Karnataka government’s 
‘Caravan tourism’. The fully equipped camper van can 
take you around Hampi, Gokarna and Coorg, among 
other places. Convertible beds, a smart television, solar 
panels, and even a refrigerator, these camper vans have 
everything you need. Even though 2020 might not 
have stood ground as per our travel expectations, it 
sure fared well in terms of convivial travel.

� be mindful of the local beliefs and practices at 
religious institutions, and dress appropriately!

* The karnataka khadi gramodyoga 
Samyukta Sangha in karnataka is the only 
unit in india allowed to manufacture and 

supply the indian flag
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givE your ToES a workouT the 
best way to get around exploring 
Karnataka is on foot, be it the palm-
lined beaches of Gokarna or the 
ancient ruins in hampi
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Odisha
there will be both single- and multiple-day 
cruises covering destinations over 4-5 days

 ProPoSalS will BE in By july 10

The Odisha government will be operating day-
cruise services at five locations—Chilika Lake, 
Mahanadi, Bhitarkanika, Satkosia Gorge and 
Hirakud Reservoir. Odisha has 482 kilometres 
of coastline, including Chilika, which is 
the largest brackish-water lake in Asia. 
The cruise will focus on providing a luxury 
experience. The government is also looking 
into watersports, houseboats, aquariums, and 
an aqua park to attract visitors. Bhubaneswar 
is home to the Nandankanan Zoological Park, 
which serves as the first gharial breeding 
centre of India. Furthermore, the park also 
gives you the opportunity to experience a 
unique combination of flora and fauna.

� there are 62 distinct tribes in odisha.

* Chilika lake is the largest coastal 
lagoon in india and the second 
largest in the world

SavE THE daTE 

the best time to visit odisha is from 
october to april because of the 
state’s tropical climate
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PrOTecTed
monuments
states can issue notices to close certain monuments 
in CoVId-19 hotspots 

 monumEnTS oPEnEd on junE 8

The Archaeological Survey of India has decided to open 
820 monuments, which include temples, mosques 
and churches. However, you might have to hold on a 
little longer to catch a glimpse of the Taj Mahal again. 
The mausoleum, along with certain monuments in 
Maharashtra, will remain shut owing to the surge of cases 
in the respective areas. Monuments that have received 
the green signal include Qutub Minar and Govind Dev 
Temple in Mathura.

� Monuments now have online ticket bookings.

AndhrA

Pradesh
your favourite hotels might still not be 
functional as the final decision remains 
with the collectors

 TouriSm rESumEd from junE 8

After Unlock 1.0 guidelines were issued 
by the Ministry of Home Affairs, all the 
state governments have been on their 
toes to successfully implement COVID-19 
regulations. Whether a hotel is allowed 
to resume normal functioning will now 
depend on the demand. Many hotels will 
be used as paid quarantine facilities. As for 
the hotels that can resume regular services, 
it will only be allowed after complete 
disinfection of the premises. Travellers 
waiting for their next adventure will have 
to wait just a little longer, as the boating 
operations are yet to resume.

� do not miss the Salar jung Museum, 
the largest single-person collection of art 
and artifacts in the world.

↓ Before 1974, the public was 
given access to the top of 
the minar. But after a horrific 
stampede in 1981, public 
access to the inside of the 
Qutub minar has been revoked.

THE lEPakSHi TEmPlE is 
supported by approximately 
70 pillars and one of these is 
known as the hanging pillar, as 
it supports the roof without 
touching the ground
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* The backwaters are turquoise-hued lagoons 
that run parallel to the length of the state 
and line the arabian Sea. Stay overnight in 

houseboats to enjoy their real charm
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With the curve flattening in the state, 
kerala draws out plans to revive tourism 
with local travellers

 loCalS Can gET diSCounTEd STay

As the country prepares for a post-lockdown 
revival, Kerala looks forward to opening up 
travel and tourism in the state, but initially 
targeting only local travellers. Luxury hotels 
and resorts like Vembanad Hotels and Resorts 
in Kumarakom will offer stays at discounted 
rates. Adventure sports, mostly self-done, 
will be a huge hit, according to Pradeep 
Murthy, director of Muddy Boots, a certified 
adventure tour operator. Ecotourism will also 
be a major attraction with the re-opening of 
the Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary, along with 
its private safaris.

� head to Kalamandalam arts centre for 
live performances. book in advance.

SPa-CaTionS awaiT Kerala is known 
all over the world for its tradition of 
ancient ayurvedic therapies. contact 
your hotel for more information
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Uttarakhand
hospitality units in containment zones and 
the municipal area of dehradun are yet to 
get a nod for undertaking any bookings 

 minimum BookingS arE for 7 dayS

Uttarakhand’s soaring peaks and transgressing 
rivers are straight out of a summer postcard. 
The first phase of unlock has allowed 
hospitality units to welcome travellers in these 
quaint villages tied together, mythologically 
and culturally. However, for those of us from 
‘highly COVID-19 affected cities or states’, the 
wait to book a hotel, B&B, homestay or other 
hospitality units will be a little longer. As 
for the ones who can get a whiff of the crisp 
mountain air, the minimum booking should 
be for at least a week. While you may not be 
able to visit any public places or tourist spots, 
you sure can curl up with your favourite book 
or soak up some vitamin D in the mountains.

� tourist spots will be open for locals, and 
out-of-state tourists will not be allowed to 
mingle with them.

THE HillS arE alivE uttarakhand is 
home to two unesco World heritage Sites: 
nanda devi and the valley of Flowers

↗ get your hands on some local 
delicacies like thatvani or bhut 
kichurkani, but let them know your 
spice tolerance in advance
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himAchAl
Pradesh
despite opening for tourism, himachal 
Pradesh’s hotels are yet to take a call

 PEak SEaSon iS from aPr To jun

Set amid scenic splendour, Himachal Pradesh 
is all set to be promoted as a ‘Quarantine 
Tourism’ destination. Tourists can enjoy their 
staycation, but will not be permitted to go for 
any sightseeing. While the state has opened 
its doors for tourists, hotels are yet to take a 
call—whether or not to accept bookings—as 
they fear a spike in cases in the state capital of 
Shimla, which receives the maximum number 
of tourists. However, they will remain open 
for non-tourism purposes, like government 
officials coming over for work and the like, 
and only for Himachal Pradesh citizens. 
Temples are open for visitors and interstate 
bus services are functional.

� restaurants and dhabas can serve food at 
60 per cent of their seating capacity.

* Head for a trek through Himachal 
during the summers as it offers 
better sightseeing options
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↗ the state has asia’s highest hanging 
bridge—Chicham bridge—at a height of over 
1,000ft. It connects kibber and Chicham 
and is constructed over a deep gorge
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sIkkIm

58



unDeR eaSTeRn

Skies

↖ Prayer hall 
at tashiding 
monastery, 
one of the 
most sacred 
monasteries in 
sikkim

While the nip in the air frosts your nose, the 

swatches of green will delight your soul.  

Text and photographs by

P u n E E T  k .  P a l i w a l

* * * 
Exhilarating 

Treks 
into the himalaya & 
Khangchendzonga

* * * 
rich 

Biodiversity
from herds of yaks 

to exotic birds 

* * * 
Buddhist 

monasteries
from Pemayangtse 

to rinchenpong
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↙ yuksom, 
the base for 
many treks

↖ a glimpse 
of India's 
highest 
peak from 
rinchenpong

a s the Cool BreeZe 
touched my warm 
face, I realised that 
I had never felt this 

alive before; courtesy: the mighty 
Khangchendzonga—holy shrine for 
those seeking the Himalayan highs. 
Shrouded by clouds, the colossal massif 
seemed to be playing peek-a-boo; each 
attempt of mine to view the majestic 
mountain was thwarted by patches of 
mist and fog.  

Not long before the COVID-19 
commotion could begin, I managed 
to sneak in a getaway to the hill state 
of Sikkim. And true to its spirit, the 
splendour of the Himalayan state 
ensnared me immediately. 

Full of character and aesthetic 
appeal—the old wooden cottages 
painted in bright blue and green with 
wild orchids, the balcony stacked up 
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monastery, the 
third oldest 
monastery in 
sikkim
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↖ View 
from the 
singshore 
Bridge in 
dentam 
Valley

↙ Postcards 
are a great 
souvenir to 
send back 
home

with numerous succulent plants, each 
decked with colourful Buddhist prayer 
flags, and bold red Dalle Khursani (one 
of the hottest chillies in the world) 
drying up in the courtyard—Sikkim 
presented its treasure trove of visual 
potpourri. 

Adding to the sublime visuals was 
the melted snow cascading down the 
mountains and hot water springs 
that dotted the canvas of the state. 
With a bottle of rhododendron wine 
in hand and the most scenic sights at 
my disposal, it was redamancy; it was 
heaven; it was pure bliss. In fact, it was 
more than what I had bargained for 
before embarking on the journey.  
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↖ monks 
soaking up 
the sun at 
Pemayangtse 
monastery 
near Pelling 

↙ rimbi 
Waterfalls 
in Pelling

adding to the 
sublime visuals was 

the melted snow 
cascading down 

the mountains that 
dotted the canvas of 

the state
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with Tigress T84 Arrowhead and her 
cubs being the new superstars of 
the jungle.

Next comes the Sariska Tiger 
Reserve, where three new-born tiger 
cubs were spotted recently with their 
mother ST-12. This has taken the tiger 
count of Sariska to twenty. Established 
as a Tiger Reserve in 1978, Sariska 
promises to be one of the most special 
memories of your Alwar trip. Boasting a 
hilly terrain dominated by the Aravallis, 
the tiger reserve is also blessed with 
three serene lakes.

Unfurled across four districts, the 

the largest state of India, 
Rajasthan's size and latitudinal 
range lend themselves to 
diverse flora and fauna. From 

desert-scapes and sand dunes, to 
semi-evergreen forests, the varying 
ecosystems of the state make Rajasthan 
one of the most sought-after safari 
destinations in India.

In Rajasthan, you see the glorious 
predators of the jungle up close. Close 
enough to see their whiskers quiver and 
close enough to see the slapping of their 
tongue against the water. From chasing 
huge pug-marks and hearing the loud 

and impressive calls of a tiger to finally 
spotting one, taking a jungle safari in 
Rajasthan is an experience of a lifetime.

Being home to two of the best-
loved tiger reserves in India, the state 
invites scores of visitors from home 
and abroad year in and year out.

The wild expanses offer brilliant nature 
trails, birding experiences, and rare 
sightings of wily predators. Top of the 
chart is, of course, the Ranthambhore 
National Park overflowing with tiger 
sightings. Ever since the national park 
reopened after the lockdown, visitors 
have experienced incredible sightings, 

Magnificent big cats, local flora and fauna, and a unique biodiversity, Rajasthan's 
wildlife beckons the intrepid traveller
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Clockwise from facing page: a tiger in ranthambhore national Park;  
the Jhalana Forest reserve; a lone rock eagle-owl in kumbhalgarh;  
and a leopard at Bera leopard sanctuary

open year-round. Bera, with a healthy 
population of more than 50 leopards, of 
late, is gaining popularity as the ultimate 
place to spot the nocturnal creatures.

And then there’s the sylvan 
Kumbhalgarh Sanctuary, which will 
come as a surprise to those who see 
Rajasthan only as a desert state. The 
diverse topography of the sanctuary 
adds to its charms. Be ready to spot 
chowsinghas, leopards, panthers, 
and sloth bears while you traverse its 
lush landscape.

See tourism.rajasthan.gov.in
For safe comfortable accommodation 

stay in RTDC Hotels. For booking please  
contact croho@rtdc.in

In lieu of COVID-19, the wildlife 
department of Rajasthan has issued 

new guidelines to ensure the safety 
of visitors:

l Staff and visitors are required to 
undergo compulsory thermal screening, 
and wearing masks and gloves are a 
must. Staff is also mandated to wear 
head coverings.

l To maintain social distancing, only 50 
per cent of the usual capacity of tourists 

are allowed to sit in safari vehicles.

l Children below the age of 10 and 
adults above 65 are not allowed.

l No one is allowed to use the 
washrooms at the entry and exit points.

l Preference will be given to online 
bookings and digital payments.

l Crowding of guides, forest guards 
and visitors at various points, such as 
reception centres or permit issuing 
offices are to be avoided.

l Queues have to be maintained with 
prescribed distancing limits maintained.

safety first

Mukundara Hills Tiger Reserve in Kota 
is the third tiger reserve in Rajasthan. 
The reserve gets its name from the 
mountain range running parallel. 
Mukundara witnessed the birth of two 
tiger cubs in June, taking its tiger count 
to six. You can also spot panthers, deer, 
jungle cats, wild boar, bears, hyenas, 
wolves and antelopes here. 

For those who’ve had wild dreams 
about spotting the elusive leopard, 
Jhalana Leopard Safari Park in Jaipur 
and Bera Leopard Sanctuary near 
Jawai Bandh in Pali are some of the best 
destinations in the country. You never 
leave Jhalana without spotting myriad 
leopards in their natural habitat. Home 
to as many as 34 leopards, Jhalana is 
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     PArTners  
        in Wine 
Australia
Cricketer-turned-coach, ricky Ponting launches his 
own wine label

XPonTing winES, auSTralia

For as far back as scrolls could roll, poets, philosophers 
and even the common man have only sung praises 
for the majestic grape. Sight, smell, swirl, taste and 
repeat—that’s the motto we like to live by. taking 
the love for vino a notch higher, former australian 
skipper ricky Ponting recently ventured into the 
world of wineries. the cricketing legend launched 
his own range of fine wines in collaboration with 
award-winning australian wine-maker and founder 
of Mr riggs Wine company, ben riggs, under the 
label ‘Ponting Wines’. carefully crafted to ensure the 
highest quality of flavour, structure and complexity, 
each wine has been named after a significant event 
in Ponting’s career. Wines that are currently available 
include Pioneer chardonnay, Mowbray boy Pinot 
noir, Pinnacle McLaren vale Shiraz, and close of Play 
Langhorne creek cabernet Sauvignon.

� a pack of six costs $149 • see 
threekingswinemerchants.com.aud

ShutterStocK
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CHEf rECommEndS

What not to MISS When dInInG 
at the houSe oF ceLeSte

chef there was a minor fire incident, and I 
suffered third-degree burns. However, it 
led to the accidental discovery of a deeply 
caramelised and delicious pear chutney.

� what is the most unusual meal 
that you’ve had?
In Japan, I had an 11-course meal with 

my partner. For the last course, we were 
served fugu sperm sac, quite similar to 

a delicately poached egg with everything 
inside. It was runny, soft, gooey, 
textured and creamy.

� whose cooking has inspired 
you the most and why?
I've learnt the extremes of indulgence 
and practicality, both at the same time. 
Pandit-ji, our family chef, taught me the 
basics of Indian cooking. And my mom 
mindfully inspired my culinary style. It’s 
light and flavourful, all at once.

Pro TiP use desiccated coconut 
to enhance the caramelised 
flavour. add it after spices are 
cooked and onions are brown.

after putting Indian cuisine on 
the world’s Michelin map, chef 
Suvir Saran is back in new delhi 
with the house of celeste

� from visual to the culinary arts, 
what triggered the change in you?
When I was in New York, I started cooking 
and hosting parties every night. One day my 
boss at Henry Bendel called me to his office, 
fired me, gave me two years’ severance, and 
said “go follow your dreams.” One thing led 
to another and I went from being a visual 
merchandiser to cooking full time and 
teaching classes .

� what was your first breakthrough 
in the world of cooking?
My first major breakthrough may have 
been as a seven-year-old rolling a chapati 
and seeing it puff on the stove. I also got the 
chance to feed big names like Bill T. Jones 
and Noam Chomsky their last meal of the 
1990s and first meal of the 2000s.

� any kitchen mishaps that remain 
fresh in your memory even today?
Once while catering a meal for a French 

Suvir Saran  
new york to new delhi

� what was the star dish 
at devi, the restaurant 
that earned you the 
michelin star?

crispy okra salad! hands 
down. When I was 
younger, I used to make 

karari bhindi with chawal ka atta. 
It was a game changer back in 
delhi, and managed to surprise 
guests even in Manhattan. 

↑ the super crunchy okra salad 
was an instant family legend and 
sways even the biggest haters.

topped with 
caramelised onion-

tomato jam, 
poached egg 
and served with 
Malabar parottas.

doughy on the sides, 
stuffed with buffalo 
mozzarella and 
Kerala onion jam on 
either side. Served 
with garlic aioli.

� a meal that you’d like to relive?
I’d love to share a meal with Gael Greene 
of New York Magazine. With her, I’ve eaten 
the best meals that money can buy in the 
world. And Vir Sanghvi, of course, who has 
lived a very rich life with his encyclopaedic, 
brilliant mind. 

� if not a chef, what other career 
path would you have chosen?
Either a doctor or an artist. For the last 18 
years I’ve been teaching two courses at the 
Culinary Institute of America and I’ve been 
extremely fortunate to be one of the few 
chefs teaching renowned food giants to 
think about food in a new way. 

—Simrran gill

roast Onion-garlic 
sourdough

kerala mutton 
ghee roast

Pro TiP Brown the onions al 
dente by adding a smidgeon of 
sugar. It lends colour, flavour 
and retains the texture.
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      mOdern indiAn 

get in line
e Ven thouGh I  last  dIned  at in-Q before 

the lockdown, every detail of that meal is clearly 
etched on my mind. After being shut for a spot of 
renovation in time for its 20th anniversary, The Manor, 
Delhi’s finest boutique hotel, reopened late last year, 
as stylish as ever, and with reinvented F&B offerings. 
Among them was the fine-dining in-Q, opened where 
Indian Accent used to be. The menu is similar—probably 
because regular guests would expect it—but I daresay 
I found the food better than its legendary predecessor. 
Aditya Kumar Jha is clearly a chef to watch. The 
restaurant is currently shut for dine-in but when it 
reopens, I’d suggest you opt for the 14-course signature 
tasting menu, which changes seasonally. Both veg and 
non-veg options are equally good. The presentation is 
quirky but the flavours remain authentic. If you’re one 
of those diners who are wary of molecular gastronomy, 
they’ll manage to convert you. The highlights of my meal 
(I chose veg) were a green salad, the gobhi, and a yam 
steak. I finished off with a showstopping shrikhand which 
arrived in a gravity-defying snow-ball shape and a berry 
yoghurt kulfi (pic) to die for. Currently they’re only doing 
home delivery and contactless pick-up, and the dishes 
have been tweaked accordingly. 

—amiT dixiT

in-Q
X dElHi

they have a great selection of wines; 
for something non-alcoholic, ask for 
the kombucha.

� 77, Friends Colony West, 
themanordelhi.com; call at +91-11-
46877777 or +91-9319566366  
• 12pm-10.30pm (for delivery)

← try the signature tasting menu* it’s hard to believe this stylish 
boutique hotel was once a 
hunting lodge 

o u t l o o k  t r a V e l l e r 69
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Bid For recovery
 world’S 50 BEST rESTauranTS

this online auction will offer travel 
enthusiasts an opportunity to bid for 
gastronomic experiences donated by 
the world’s best restaurants.

1 mirazur in menton will let two lucky 
guests share a meal with chef Mauro.

2 San francisco’s atelier Crenn 
is offering guests a day with chef 
dominique crenn at bleu belle Farm.

3 auction also includes fishing and 
feasting at florilège in Tokyo, japan.

� the lots will go on sale from July 3-12 
• see theworlds50best.com

X CourTyard By marrioTT agra iS THE laTEST To launCH iT

'Marriott on Wheels’, courtyard by Marriott’s latest food delivery service will let you 
enjoy the best gourmet cuisines from the comfort of your homes. From wholesome 
Indian meals to pan-asian and Italian delicacies, the master chefs have curated a 
special menu with all the signature dishes, following complete safety protocols. 

X mumBai-BaSEd BomBay CanTEEn has 
forayed into the digital space with its online 
zoom sessions. the restaurant is holding 
classes, where guests can sign up and 
receive ingredients for dIy meals. Similarly, 
bombay Sweet Shop is allowing its patrons 
to walk through its kitchen and take tours 
(all virtually, of course).

What’s hot in the food world? 
from street food to gourmet meals, try it all!

uPdates

70

in jodhpur, try mawa 
kachoris stuffed with 
rich dry fruits.3

— T a k E a w a y—

rajasthani cuisine has 
earned countless accolades. 
best savoured in its street 
food, here are a few local 
favourites that stand 
out for us.

1 PyaaZ kaCHori either 
served with sabzi or a 
combination of tamarind and 
coriander chutney

2  mirCHi Bada bhavnagri 
chillies stuffed with 
potatoes, and coated in 
besan. try it out at Shahi 
Samosa, jodhpur.

3 dal BaTi CHurma
the rajasthani delicacy 
has three elements—dal, 
seasoned with spices and 
ghee; bati, the gram flour 
balls; and churma, made 
with whole-wheat flour.

E
a

T

Pyaaz 
kachori

molecular 
Gastronomy

ShutterStocK
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wouldn’t be half as 
glorious if laal maas wasn’t 
an integral part of its vast 
repertoire, peppered with 
regional variations apart from 
the original offerings from the 
kitchens of Rajput warriors. 
Traditionally prepared 
with game like wild boar 
or deer, its bold-red colour 
comes from the liberally 
used Mathania red chillies. 
A cup with a burning piece 
of charcoal is infused with 
cloves and ghee and set atop 
the preparation, after which 
the utensil is sealed. The dish 
comes with a thick gravy and 
is usually paired with hot rotis 
made of wheat or bajra. 

Rajasthani laal maas

The original dish was born in the 
kitchens of rajput warriors with 
game like wild boar or deer.

C H E f  k u n a l  k a P u r ’ S  
‘ l a a l  m a a S ’  r E C i P E

→ heat 100ml of mustard oil till it 
smokes, and turn off flame. cool oil 
to medium hot. turn on flame, add 10 
cloves, 1 cup sliced onions once cloves 
start crackling. 

→ When onions are golden brown add 
1/2 kg mutton and fry for 5 minutes. 

→ add 6 tbsp ginger-garlic paste, fry 
for a few more minutes. 

→ add salt and 4 tbsp mathania chilli 
paste (see above for process). Keep 

roasting this mix and stirring for 
another 3 minutes. 

→ Increase flame and add the whisked 
yoghurt*. Stir till it comes to a boil.

make sure the flame is high while 
adding the yoghurt to avoid splitting.

→ now simmer gently till the mutton is 

done. you can add stock if needed.

→ Separately, heat 1 tbsp of ghee and 
chopped garlic. Sauté till golden, then 
temper the mutton with it. 

→ Place a piece of live charcoal in the 
cup and place it atop the curry. 

→ add 1 tbsp of ghee and cover 
the utensil with a lid and allow the 
smoke to infuse the laal maas for 
about 3 minutes. 

→ remove the charcoal, heat the curry 
once again and serve with rotis made 
of either wheat or bajra.

are grown in an 
ancient village 
about 33kms 
from Jodhpur 
airport.

mathania chillies

For mathania chilli paste, dry 
roast red chilies for a minute and 
soak in warm water for 15mins. 
take them out and blitz in a 
grinder with a little water.

* make a whisked yoghurt mix 
with Kashmiri chilli powder & 
salt. It adds colour, not heat.
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•
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aman is ready to open its doors to 
travellers in phases

 worldwidE

Aman Resorts is headed towards a phased 
re-opening across the globe, aligning their 
protocols with guidelines from the World 
Health Organisation and local government 
authorities. Culturally integrated luxury 
hideaways in remote destinations have 
always been Aman’s niche. Their existing 
architecture and design of standalone 
pavilions with private pools, low room count 
and minimum contact service works well 
in their favour, especially while reassessing 
travel in a post-COVID world. The properties 
are adapting to the new practices, yet remain 
unchanged in their spirit.

» amanbagh and aman-i-Khas in India are 
scheduled to re-open in September and 
october, respectively. 
• aman.com

retreat
A silenT

* aman’s properties have a global footprint of 
32 hotels and resorts across 20 destinations, 
which is expanding soon. They also offer personal 

services like a private chef, housekeeper and concierge. 
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lUXe QUArAnTine
luxury hotels across delhi are turning 
into quarantine facilities

25 luxury hotels will soon be repurposed 
as COVID-19 quarantine centres. Due 
to inadequate health infrastructure and 
overburdened medical staff in hospitals, 
patients with mild to moderate symptoms 
will be sent to these facilities, each linked to 
its nearest COVID-19 hospital. Hotel staff 
will also be trained to administer basic care.

» From ̀ 5,000 per night, including meals

 india & Sri lanka

cAre PAckAge
accor is offering a 30 per cent 
discount for health professionals

Expressing their gratitude to frontline 
coronavirus warriors—health 
professionals—Accor has launched a 
new friends and family discount. The 
offer provides a 30 per cent discount 
on the best available rate for a hotel 
room, and is valid across all Accor 
properties in India and Sri Lanka. The 
discount can be availed from 12 Jun, 
2020, to 31 Dec, 2020. Brands such as 
Fairmont, Pullman, Grand Mercure 
and Ibis, spread across 23 destinations, 
are all a part of the Accor group.

» 10,000 rooms across 52 properties 
in South asia

• accor.com

X gallE, Sri lanka

PrivATe escAPe
the entire property can now be reserved to 
avoid all unnecessary exposure

With a design naturally welcoming social 
distancing, the Postcard Galle is embracing 
post-COVID changes. The hotel has created 
a ‘One Key’ access, assuring exclusive 
reservation of the entire property. The 

access ensures complete sanitisation of the 
premises, including the pool. Doing away 
with central air conditioning, each room 
and public space is now individually air 
conditioned. Post the pandemic, practices 

around sanitation and food handling have 
also been renewed.
» the hotel is not open for non-resident 
guests till 31 aug, 2020 
• postcardresorts.com
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* first job?
Waiter.

* a favourite corner of the hotel?
The community table in the lobby.

* 5 words you think sum up a 
successful hotel?
Care, passion, perfection, people and 
communication.

* what’s your hotel’s philosophy?
We care for people so that they can be their 
very best.

* which department is your pride?
That’s difficult, I am going with all.

* at what age did you become a 
general manager?
At 39, for Hyatt Regency, Lucknow.

* any crazy demands?

not crazy, but once, our guest 
wanted honey for breakfast. the 
problem was that we couldn’t 
understand each other’s language. 
he made a buzzing sound and tried 
to tell us using gestures. Fortunately, 
we understood the buzzing and all 
was well.

he is passionate, effective 
and always leads the charge. 
Kumar Shobhan, who started 
his career in august 2000, 
specialises in f&B. he has 
been the General Manager at 
hyatt regency Kolkata  
since 2019. 

i t took him a year to commence 
the phased restoration of 

the property and bring the hotel 
operations in line. Shaping the legacy 
and modifying the goals as he went, 
Shobhan pioneered changes in F&B 
and social events, which have added 
to the guest experience. Running a 
well-oiled machine takes logic and 
Shobhan knows to lead and motivate 
his team. His work in the hospitality 
industry has been diverse, creating a 
distinguished hold over the versatile 
sector. Be it handling negotiations, 
calculating and managing revenue, 
crisis management or the numerous 
other operation services, this General 
Manager has it all figured.

—ruPali dEan

X kolkaTa

meet The 
general 
manager 
hyAtt 
regency’s 
kumAr 
shobhAn

* Who inspires you?

My son. I love the way he sees the 
world and how he reinvents things. 
as the GM, I believe we have to 
keep reinventing ourselves and our 
processes constantly.
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road to 
mekong

Four women bikers in 
Southeast asia

wild Treasures
the natural World 

heritage Sites of asia

driving while 
Black

civil rights and the 
automobile in america

domestic flights
tips to get through 

smoothly

masks, jeans and 
phone lenses

the monthly roundup

— BookS —

— airPorT —
— gEar —

lIttle 
thInGs to 

FIll In your 
Journey



* for centuries, different cultures have 
celebrated the summer solstice in different 
ways. Scandinavia’s midsummer is all about 

drinking, dancing and romance, while the Slavic 
ivan kupala has bonfires and floral wreaths. This 
year, the summer solstice brought with itself a 
‘ring of fire’ solar eclipse. Sign of the times?

PhotoGraPh: Puneet K. PaLIWaL
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One  
heart. 
Two 
worlds: 
The story of 
the Jews of 

kochi 
by DR kS MaThew  
& yaMInI naIR

This illustrated coffee 
table book documents 
the history of the Jews 
in kerala for over 2,000 
years. even as their culture 
wanes, it thrives with the 
keen attention of this 
community, who wish only 
to preserve their slice of 
life in the state. With the 
Jews’ tenacious history 
unfurling worldwide, 
kerala became a much-
needed haven. One heart. 
Two Worlds: The story of 
the Jews of  kochi is laced 
with pictures depicting 
their life, some anecdotes 
and small informative 
sections on the religion 
and its practices, on 
symbols and instruments. 
Flipping through the 
book, one can find many 
handwritten songs and 
recipes. For instance, 
to make curries kosher, 
coconut milk is poured in 
so as to not mix dairy and 
meat. Or how tapioca is 
used in place of gelatin as 
a binding agent. There is 
much to unpack in this 

driving while 
Black

by GretChen sorIn 

If there’s ever a symbol of 
freedom, it’s the independence to 
be where you want to be, when 
you want to be. a large section 
of society—mostly marginalised 
groups and minorities—struggles 
for this freedom, even today. 
Driving While Black discusses 
this road to freedom for african 
americans during the civil rights 
Movement. a movement, which 
quite literally, saw the car as more 
than just a mode of transport. In 
her book, Sorin heavily refers to 
the Green Book, by victor and alma 
Green. a travel guide of sorts in 
1936, which pointed civil rights 
workers towards safe guest 
houses, night clubs, restaurants 
and hotels across the country to 
rest between protests, or even 
have a family vacation. She details 
how black-only businesses and 
establishments became a new 
way to fight oppression, and the 
car a way to reach them.

Sprinkled with anecdotes, her 
own family history, and some 
well-known black american 
imagery, Driving While Black 
is representative of what’s 
happening today.

� lIVerIGht $28.95

‘Bon’ voyage
a tale of four women on the 
adventure of a lifetime

W hy had I Burdened myself 
with so many imagined 

limitations?” wondered Piya, the spunky 
author of Road to Mekong. She wasn’t one 
to shy away from grit—just look at her 
surname—and her dilemma, I think, will 
resound with everyone who leaves their 
dreams to wither and die. 

In Road to Mekong, four gutsy women 
on their 400cc bikes embark on an 
adventure of a lifetime. Riding through 
six gorgeous countries, this sisterhood 
covers some 17,000 kilometres in 56 
days. From Hyderabad, they take the 
highways on India’s eastern coast, 
cruising through our Northeast to 
enter Myanmar, finally travelling on 
the 1,360-kilometre India-Myanmar-
Thailand trilateral highway to  
end in Cambodia. 

Beautiful roads, inspiring women, 
constant encouragement, and the 
occasional dose of reality. The book 
isn’t just dreamy, but shares the 
fundamentals of approaching such an 
expedition—how to pitch the concept 
for funds, garner support, and so on. 
It reminded me of a bikepacking trip I 
had planned from Assam to Meghalaya, 
towards the Bangladesh border. It took 
days of research, continuously adding 
and subtracting elements depending on 
weight. When going alone (but a tip in 
general), you have to be well-equipped 
with tools, and know how to fix 
breakdowns in the middle of nowhere.

But the women weren’t just aimless 
travellers, they were armed with a 

mission. Each place they visited, they 
told the locals of the history and culture 
of India and Telangana, and drew 
parallels with other countries.

From sleeping on the road to meeting 
Prime Minister Modi, these ladies did 

everything, 
and led 
me to an 
inevitable 
quarter-
life crisis. 
It sparked 
something 
inside, that 
I’ve been 
trying to 
dig out for 
a while. I 
re-evaluated 
my everyday: 
home—
office—
home, 
unhealthy 
routines 
with binge 
watching, 
and 
meaningless 
planning, 

and tried to echo these wanderers 
who so keenly charted out their path. 
I echoed the young man’s thoughts 
who met these four bikers—“Hum bhi 
aap hi ki tarah deewane hain!” (“I am as 
moonstruck as you!”)

—PunEET k. Paliwal

road To mEkong

by PIya Bahadur 
Pan maCmIllan IndIa J350

Beautiful 
roads, inspiring 
women, 
constant 
encouragement, 
and the 
occasional 
dose of reality. 
The book isn’t 
just dreamy, 
but shares the 
fundamentals 
of approaching 
such an 
expedition—
how to pitch 
the concept for 
funds, garner 
support, etc.
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T o Be lIsted By unesCo as a Natural World 
Heritage Site, a place must have “a quality so 

exceptional as to transcend national boundaries 
and to be of common importance for present and 
future generations of all humanity.” Not only do 
the 18 sites included in Wild Treasures live up to 
their requirement of transcendence, much of the 
writing offered is sublime.

Painstakingly compiled by Prerna Singh 
Bindra, Sonali Ghosh and Anuranjan Roy under 
the guidance of Vinod B. Mathur, director of 
the Wildlife Institute of India, the anthology’s 
gems comprise “essays and book extracts from 
past stalwarts such as M. Krishnan and Salim Ali 
to present-day savants like Amitav Ghosh and 
Stephen Alter.”

Describing the Keoladeo Ghana in 1953, Salim 
Ali writes, “…at the onset of monsoon, a water bird 
influx of such degree occurs that counting them is 
a task impossible.” India’s beloved ‘Birdman’ had 
the foresight to realize Ghana's importance as “an 
unparalleled birding haven,” and in his own voice, 
we hear lyrical descriptions of not just waterbirds 
but also of Keoladeo’s journey from hunting 
preserve to a sanctuary. In another essay, eminent 
naturalist M. Krishnan recounts his tryst with a 
tusker in Kerala’s Periyar where he risks life and 
limb for the perfect photograph.

Fittingly, the only work of fiction is an excerpt 
from Amitav Ghosh’s The Hungry Tide, where we 

Wild Treasures: 
reflections on natural World 

heritage sites in Asia
edited by Prerna sInGh BIndra, sonalI 

Ghosh, anuranJan roy
aryan Books InternatIonal K995

meet Piya, a young Bengali US-based cetologist 
and her research subjects—endangered Irrawaddy 
dolphins—in India’s Sunderbans, “the ragged fringe 
of [India’s] sari.” Meanwhile, on the Bangladesh 
side of the Sunderbans, we stumble upon author 
and conservationist Ruth Padel, whose great-great 
grandfather was none other than Charles Darwin. 
We accompany Ruth on her quest in search of “the 
Lord of Mud and Tide”—the swimming tigers of 
the Sunderbans—and end up “standing on a tiger’s 
dinner table.”

Sanctuary Asia editor Bittu Sahgal, who along with 
conservationist Ranjit Barthakur, narrates the story 
of Kaziranga’s birth and salutes its unsung heroes. 
Ecologist Koustubh Sharma travels to the roof of 
the world—Western Tien Shan—to develop a trans-
boundary conservation plan between Kyrgyzstan, 
Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan. And finally, Her 
Majesty the Royal Queen Mother of Bhutan, Ashi 
Dori Wangmo Wangchuck, shares moments from 
her childhood that were spent exploring the Royal 

Manas National Park on 
elephant-back.

In his foreword, Ruskin 
Bond implores lovers 
of the wild to “lose no 
time in dipping into 
this treasure trove of 
nature writing.” Indeed, 
the book’s girth should 
not daunt you for one 
can dip in and out of 
its individual stories 
at leisure. You’ll meet 
a racket-tailed drongo 
in Periyar, who mimics 
the field director’s alarm 
clock at the oddest hours; 
you’ll watch with bated 
breath as a pack of wild 

dogs (dhole) chase a leopard up a tree in Nagarhole; 
and you’ll sit spellbound while a snow leopard pads 
noiselessly along a ridgeline in the shadow of  
Mount Everest.

In his opening essay, ‘Writing Outdoors’, Stephen 
Alter says we must think of natural heritage 
sites “not just as a final refuge for wildlife but as 
living, breathing epics that contain a multitude 
of characters, conflicts and conclusions that need 
to be remembered and retold”. He talks about the 
importance of good nature writing, and his advice is 
simple: “first of all, go on…get outdoors…”

—vandana moHindra

in his foreword, 
ruskin Bond 
implores lovers 
of the wild to 
“lose no time 
in dipping into 
this treasure 
trove of nature 
writing.” indeed, 
the book’s girth 
should not daunt 
you for one can 
dip in and out 
of its individual 
stories at 
leisure.
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→ UA sPOrTsmAsk
Water-resistant, breathable and 
comfortable, this is the facemask 
for all your post-covId athletic 
needs. designed 
to be worn all 
day, it’s ideal 
for running and 
training.

� From J2,200 
• underarmour.com

knit-fabric 
combination jeans 
for all travellers 

responsible Whatr
natural, mineral water sourced 
from Solan, himachal Pradesh, 
this product gives a nod to 
sustainability with its aluminium 
can. rich in minerals, it’s purified 
and canned at a ph of 7.4.

� From J60  
• responsiblewhatr.com

lightweight 
jeans made 
with hollow 
yarn

enhanced 
comfort and 
top-notch 
style

looks like 
denim, feels 
like sweats

→ Archtek 
Toothpaste
these chewable 
toothpaste tablets 
come in a recyclable 
bottle and are 
perfectly travel-
sized for carry on-
only plane rides.

� From J415  
• archtekinc.com 

↑ skyvik signi
x 60mm telephoto lens  
x built for your phone  
x gives 2x optical zoom 
x no reflections or light flares  
x no-scratch soft rubber 

� Comes with cleaning cloth, 
pouch, and a clip from J3,999  
• skyvik.in

July  
Picks

chewable toothpaste, breathable 
mask, responsible water, these  

travel companions are  
a league apart 

gEarBox

←

� Wrangler’s traveler lite 
Jeans from J3,695  
• wrangler-ap.com

↑ Bissell germ Freak 
the cleaning kit of your dreams 
with 12 products like hand 
sanitiser, toilet seat cover, 
sanitising spray, toilet paper, and 
others, it comes in a neat little 
pouch all set to be cleared by tSa.

� From J945 • bissell.com

jeggings, but better

↑ hammacher safety 
light Belt
Worn comfortably around the 
waist, this lightweight Led belt 
illuminates the path ahead for 
walkers and runners. Ideal for 
camping and hiking, it has three 
light intensities.

�  From J3,000  
• hammacher.com

remains fresh 
even after 
multiple uses
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Pack light
Most airports now 
have a baggage limit: 
one hand baggage and 
one check-in bag per 
passenger. they might 
also be uv scanned.

the guard will be behind a glass 
partition and use electronic 
equipment to scan your Id. 
thermal screenings are a must 
before you are allowed inside.

X Boarding • Priority boarding will be 
replaced by reverse boarding, ushered by 
queue managers at each gate.

en route To 
Flying

With new regulations at the airport, 
it is useful to have these things in 

mind before you step out

Pro speak

At The gates

no more Queues 
Web check-ins and self-
service kiosks are it now. 
airlines also recommend 
printing your own 
boarding pass and 
highlighting 
your name 
and flight 
details.
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make sure 
you have the 
aarogya setu 
app installed, 
in case it’s 
checked at the 
gate.

digital payments will be 
the norm, even parking 
tickets will be dispensed 
electronically. If you want to 
grab a bite, order online from 
the shops at the airport by 
scanning a qr code.

Waiting areas will have 
scattered seating to 
ensure social distancing.

Before leaving the airport, 
watch out for the bio-
waste bins to dispose of 
your PPe from the flight.

Touch me not
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Before leaving home
Check, double-check and triple-
check for your mask! Without it, you 
will not be allowed inside. keep small 
bottles of sanitiser handy and reach 
well before your flight time.

did you know?

a
the use of PPe dates back to 
the 1st century where it was 
used for protection against 
dust and respiratory diseases.

a coconut has to be 
broken into two or 
left at the airport 
because its kernel 
is spontaneously 
combustible 
and listed as a 
flammable solid by 
the Iata.

Compiled by uPasya BhoWal

use the washroom 
before you board 
the aircraft since 
lavatory facilities 
may be restricted 
on the flight.
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Small donkeys—also known by their Spanish name, burros—
were brought to the Americas in the 1500s. Legend had it, 
burros brought good luck and led miners to gold. And if the 
miners were to abandon their search, they would have to leave 
their burros behind. Once wild and free, these beasts of burden 

thrived. One such burro was Brighty, made famous from the book-turned-movie 
Brighty of the Grand Canyon. He was found next to an abandoned miner’s tent 
near the North Rim of the canyon in the early 1900s and was an instant favourite. 
Shortly after his death in 1922, rangers in the park started hunting burros to protect 
the natural ecosystem of the canyon from the invasive species. A book, a movie, and 
massive public outcries later, nearly 600 burros were airlifted to safety. You can spot 
a few burros still roaming the canyon if you’re lucky, but if you head to the Grand 
Canyon Lodge overlooking the North Rim, you’ll definitely find a bronze Brighty.

 —laBanya maiTra

grand 
canyon 
1938

tIme 
traVeller

82

* This poster of the grand Canyon was 
published by the department of the interior, 
national Park Service, washington, d.C. in 

1938. it is at the library of Congress Prints and 
Photographs division repository

Courtesy: liBrary of CongrESS





The virahas, 
stupas and 
images testify 
the heritage of 
Buddhism

Odisha is 
flanked by 
treasures 
reminiscent of 
the glorious past
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